Aum Ganeshaya Namah

Before entering
the portals of
the Himahya,
I prostrate myself
at the feet of
Lord Ganesha,
the son of =
Lord Shiva and
goddess Pawati.
-

Lord Ganesha - the remover of obstacles
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This book is dedicated to my revered gurudev
Swami Tapowanam Maharaj (1889-1957)

This great soul is praised by all on earth. He is not only
the treasure of Himalaya but is lrke Himalaya himself.
He succeeded in achieving all his aims by undergoing
great austerities, during the course of which he faced
innumerable difficulties and great hardships.

Neekmal - rare Himalayan flowers
which grow at heights between 17,000 to 18,Wft and bloom in Septembes-Octoh

I offer these flowers at the feet of my gurudev.

Late Swam1 Chnmayanand, a dtsczple of gurudev and my gurubhal
He founded the Chnmuya Mission in 1951.

Swami ~omayanand,currently President of the Chinmnya Msion.
He succeeded Swami Chinmayanand.

A study of Shri Aral B e h Vajpayee when he came to Uttarkashi (1983).
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Message from the Prime Minister
1 nm I~leasccitc) learn that Swami Sund;lrananclji is bringing oirt a hook
on Hiti~tiklyuh;lsecl on his ~lntiringcff~>rts
spanning sixty long years.
Since ancient times, India has hcen ;I land of de\lotion and
austerities for saints and sages who have spent their lives seeking
sl>i~-itualsal\lation in t h e lap of Nature. In accordance with this age old
tr;lJiti(>n, Swallli Sunclarananciji has choscn the \last Hilnalayn as his
kkirir~~i
I~hootni.Without a doubt, the book basecl on his in-depth
experience, will bring alive for readers the in\laluablc heritage and
natural ,grandeilr of the Himalaya.

I hope the hook will not only he instrumental in acquainting people
\\lit11 t h e great richness ancl n;rtural beauty of the Hilnslaya, but will
also a\vaken in them

;i

love for Nature. I congratulate Sw;imi

Sundaran;indji for this encle;ivc>ur.

Foreword by Mahant Shankar Das
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of the 11Iune~Etli-[ll.
The srlprcme posit~onof the Himalaya - the croivn of India, cannot he
o\.cr cmph;raizcJ. I t a social, religious, pllysical and atratcgic ;lspccts ;lrc ;111
v1t;llIy ilnportnnt to Incli;~.More th;ln its ;~ll-encomp;lssingaignific;~nce,is ita
clo;lk of m\,stery. Many ;rttcmpta h;lve hccn m;lcic to strlcly v;lrious ;lapccts ot
the Himal;ly:~to unl-a\.cl ita mystel-ics, h u t none 11;1\,e firlly sr~cceeJcel.
I am very 1l;rppy to know tllat Sn.;urn~Sun~i;rran;rn~lji
Mah;l~-;~j
h;ls
;~ttcmptcdto pcnerr;ltc the mysterious Him;llay;l, whcr-e he h;ls livccl since Ilia
~ o r ~ t \hv,h ~ r elie h;~asc;rleil numerous nlor~nt;linpc;rka, and \\,here he ha>
climhc~lto gre;rt heights alter croasing glaciers ;~nclsno~houncl\,ales. Hi>

Thih I x ~ ) kcont~~ina
o\,c~-425 p i c t r ~ r c ,clcctc~l
,
h-om ;I collccticin of o\,cr
50,000 tr;lnap;u.cnclc.\.
1 am cci11fiilcnt th;lt re:lJCl-awill he ;~hlcto undcrst:lnci ;rncl ;rppreci;rrc
hcttel- the ~lrvinc,irnmc;~sur;lhlc,unfilthon~;rl~Ic
caacncc of the Hinl;~l;~y,~.
I c o l i ~ ~ - ; i t i ~S\v;rmi
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;11111 the c~iirori;~l
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~x~l)lic;~tion
of thih Ixir~k.1 hope this \\.ill 1,c thc fir,[ in the* scl-ics of m;ln\'
s11eI1hooks.

Foreword

Preface
e Hunalaya 1s not a mere mountaln range for Ind~ans.Nor 1s ~tjust a tourlst
estlnatlon. It 1s a place of vanegated r~chness,a revered place of p~lgr~mage
Most Hlndus w ~ s hthat at least once 111 t h e ~ rI~fetlmethey be blessed w ~ t hthe
opportunity to pay homage at the holy H~malayanshrlnes, and wlth good reason.
The anclent wlsdom of India or~glnatedIn the H~malaya.The H ~ n d uscriptures
- the Vedas, Upan~shadas and Puranas were composed here. From tlmes
~mrnemor~al,
~t has been the seat of contemplat~onand medltat~onfor sages, seers
and poets, a place for devotion and penance for ascetlcs and a place of refuge
for hermits. Today, the Himalaya cont~nuesto be a source of lnsplratlon for the
tradltlons. It IS from here that
people of l n d ~ aas a repository of age-old rel~g~ous
the holy Ganga, respectfully called 'Mother Ganga' by Hlndus, who belleve ~t
possesses the power to expiate slns and grant salvation, beglns ~ t long
s
journey
to the sea. It 1s the sacred abode of Lord Shlva- the creator as well as the destroyer
of the Un~verseIn Hindu mythology. Lord V~shnu,the preserver of the Un~verse
also has h ~ sseat here.
~ Vyas composed
It 1s here In the lap of the lofty H~lnalayathat M a h a r ~ s hVeda
the great eplcs w h ~ c hhave retained t h e ~ rd~st~nctlve
appeal, rel~glousImportance
and universal w~sdomdown the ages. And ~t1s In the H~malayathat the Pandava~
of Mulubhrata fame wandered whlle In ex~le.Among the p~lgr~mage
centres,
called d h m , the four prominent ones located here are Gangotr~,Yamunotrl,
Kedarnath and Badr~nath.Gangotr~1s the source of the river Ganga, wh~le
Yamunotr~1s the source of the rlver Yamuna. Kedarnath was establ~shedin honour
of Lord S h ~ v aby the anc~entrevered Guru Ad1 Shankaracharya. As mentioned
In the Pu~anas,innumerable lakes and temples ded~catedto different gods and
goddesses contlnue to be an overwhelming feature of the Hlmalaya. In the eastern
and western H~malayathere are several ancient Buddh~stmonasteries whlch are
unlque In t h e ~ rstyle of worsh~p,t r a d ~ t ~ o nart
, and culture.
The Hlmalaya has been my home for over half a century. My humble kut~,
In whlch I have llved alone In the severest of winters w~thoutany kind of comfort\
and conveniences IS sltuated In the remote reaches of Gangotr~.I have covered
the length and breadth of the Himalaya, scaled ~naccessibleheights, explored the
depths of the valleys and have ventured Into reglons where no one had ever set
foot. 1 have cll~nbedmany soarlng peaks, crossed several tough glac~ers,walking
alone for days and n~ghts,and have savoured fully the splendour and beauty ot
these lnlghty r'llnges. With the grace of God and my venerable Gurudev Swam1
Tapovanam Maharaj, I was fortunate to study closely the exqulslte pl'iy of Nxure
In t h ~ svast mountall1 r'lnge, ~ t environment,
s
flora and fauna and the change$
and transformat~onsthat took place over the years. I havc also t~avelledto the
lower H~malayaand wltncssed the colourfi~l,rltuallst~cl~feof the peoplc, thelr
unfllnchlng fa~th,and t h e ~ rnever e n d ~ n gdally 9truggle
It must havc been ordalned 111 my k u m thnt a yog~,an ascetlc, a lover of
art and natural beauty at heart should turn Into an avid photographer of the
H~malaya.In the tw~lightof my I~fe,an Inner urge c o ~ n ~ e l l eme
d to share a wlde

range of experiences by publishing a book with a selection from my collection
of photographs of this abode of gods. I t is the same urge which once made me
renounce worldly pursuits and surrender to the service of my Guru. Later, unable
to resist the call of the ~nountains,I decided to capture with a camera the
inaccessible regions, the majestic mountain peaks, the glaciers and sheer beauty
of the Himalaya and its people.
Aum is the most prominent name of the omnipresent God. In the course of
my wanderings in the Himalaya, I found Aum manifested in Nature everywhere
- stamped o n the mountains, visible in the flow of rivers, painted o n the leaves,
formed in the clouds, sculpted o n the mossy rocks, etc. (Po. 56, 72, 117, 162,

207, 239).
A t the invitation of people from different parts of the country, 1 have been
presenting slide-shows which have met with a very good reception. T h e charm
of the slide-shows is enhanced by the commentary of personal reminisces
connected with each transparency, even though I am not fluent in Hindi, as it
is not my mother tongue. Appreciative audiences have been pressing m e for a
number of years to publish my slides in book form, together with my experiences.
It has been a difficult endeavour. How does one compress in the space of a
book the chequered events of half a century of living, meditating, travelling,
climbing and recording natural beauty of the mountains, along with the sweetsour impressions, intellectual debates, the mythology and tales associated with the
eternal mountains ? A n d o n top of it all, out of the 50,000 pictures that I cherish
so much, which to pick and which to leave?
T h e environmental damage to the Himalaya hurts me deeply. I a m also worried
about the religious traditions dying in the face of a n onslaught from tourism and
so called modernity. Through this humble work 1 wish to document for posterity
the pristine beauty and the great significance of this ancient venerable mountain
range hefore much of it is lost. My effort is akin to the effort of the squirrel in
the epic Ramayana. T h e squirrel had contributed its might to the construction
of a bridge which took Lord Rama across the sea to Lanka. My request to readers
and friends is to consider this work in that modest capacity, as I a m a self-caught
photographer who never had any formal training or schooling. T h e slides included
in this collection date from 1956 and were taken during wanderings, climbing
expeditions, path finding explorations and days and nights spent camping o n
glaciers at great heights. Some of the pictures record geographical changes,
degradation of the environment and life of people in the Himalaya.
T h e most important reason for publishing this book is to acknowledge the
deht I owe to the Himalaya. 1 beg to be forgiven for any ~nistakesand shortcomings
which may have crept into this book.

(Swami Sundaranand)
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rom times immemorial, there has been a mystique,
an irresistible majestic beauty, a universal magnetic
appeal about the Himalaya. The many faces and many
moods of the Himalaya continue to mean different
things to different people and yet they have something
unique for everybody. They have rugged grandeur
and stretches of inhospitable, snow covered ranges
,interspersed with soft, misty valleys with sparkling,
'tinkling streams, lakes and forests whose beauty has to
'be seen. The highest mountain in the world, the snow
capped, cloud bedecked peaks of the Himalaya soar
skyward - a stunning visual feast, but also a symbolic
reminder, an inspiration that reaching upwards, beyond
oneself can take one to new heights.
Down the ages, the Himalaya have inexorably
drawn towards them a vast cross-section of humanity.
For those seeking spiritual salvation, they remain the
ultimate goal. Ascetics have long been a part of the
Himalayan landscape. Some of the revered Hindu
pilgrimage centres and the most ancient Buddhist
monasteries can be found amongst the Himalayan
heights along with countless fascinating legends making them a hallowed destination for pilgrims. For
mountaineers from the world over, they have long
presented supreme challenges. And their soft, appealing
~caUcontinues to beckon adventurers and lovers of
'beauty, cutting across religious barriers. Age, region,
country, professions become irrelevant in the context
of the magnetic power of the multi-dimensional
Himalaya - they offer happiness, hope, and their
wonderful range of riches interwoven with mesmerising
legends to everyone. Nandadevi Raj Jat procession is
,one such poignant example.
/ Boasting a rich mythological history, the Himalaya
rare also the source of some of India's greatest rivers.
I With a long geological past, they are a rare treasure-
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Son~eof the p a t e s t rivers of India, ltke tlw Oanga, emerge from the Himalayan glachs and form lifelines of faith
countless people.
Devotees tak~nga holy dcp in the Ganga at Brahma Kund, Har-ki-Pauri, Haridwar, during the Pooma Kumbha, 1986.

Exotic floulers ut Bhojuasa, situated at a
Iwigf~rabove 1 1,000 ft.

The beautiful Dondhi Luke the origin of the river Asi,
mimn the vegetation around.

The Himalaya were created as a result of this collision. The movement of India
towards the northwest is still continuing and as a result the height of the Himalaya
increases by a few centirnetres every year.
After the birth of the Himalaya, some of the older north Indian rivers became
choked, changed course and started flowing into the Bay of Bengal. Later still,
some rivers like the legendary Saraswati disappeared. Researchers have now
discovered that the Saraswati, which used to flow as a mighty river till 3,000 BC
but disappeared around 1,500 BC got lost in the Himalayan regions due to the
tectonic disturbances. Adored as the Ambitama, Naditama and Devitama (best
of all mothers, best of all rivers and best of all goddesses) in Vedic literature, the
Saraswati river used to perennially flow from the Har-ki-Doon glacier up to
Somnath in Gujarat, undulating through the receding glaciers in the Himalayan
region, Shivalik foothills, semi-arid desert zones in today's Rajasthan and the
marshy Rann of Kutch in Saurashtra. Researchers have reason to believe that the
Saraswati was desiccated due to several geological factors, but primarily due to
tectonic disturbances which might have raised the basin and beds of the flowing
waters of the river in the Himalayan region. The Saraswati choked up as the
flowing waters from the Har-ki-Doon glacier (Bandarpoonch massif) changed
course. Such changes in the geographical features of the Himalaya continue to
be an issue of deep study for the geologists.
As is often the case, mythology and the historical or geological views overlap
at places and are divergent at other points. For instance, in all the Puranas, India
is referred to as "Bharat Khand in Jambu Dweep." Even today during worship
and formal ceremonies, the priests record events as happening in "Bharat Khand

in Jambu Dweep" and trace the lineage to some ancient rishi. This and the story
of the descent of the Ganga from the Himalaya seem to be rooted in geological
reality According to common belief, the Ganga got locked in the matted hair
of Lord Shiva. Jahnu rishi got it freed from the locks of Shiva and the Ganga
started flowing again. Therefore Ganga is also known by the name of Jahnavi.
There is also a place in the Himalaya which goes by the name of Jahnu rishi.
In course of time the fame of Ganga's purity spread throughout India. A mere
glimpse of the Ganga is considered fortunate. The opportunity to bathe in its
waters is considered even more auspicious. It is said that consumption of a few
drops of Ganga water is enough to expiate sins and is an efficacious form of
atonement. Leaving aside the spiritual dimension, the fact is that the Ganga in
its journey through the Himalaya passes over rock and mineral formations of
different kinds and through areas rich in medicinal herbs. Its waters are bound
to be special.

Himalayan Flora and Fauna
The Himalayan ranges are also home to an amazing variety of flora and fauna
- musk deer, tigers, leopards, bears, beautiful birds, butterflies, insects and exotic

plants. In the valley of Kedar Ganga, for instance, there are many animals. Herds
of snow deer sometimes come close to the camps. A herd comprises 25-50 deer
which are covered with thick param ( h e wool). The best way to invite them
to come closer is to pour salt outside the camp, for they love to lick salt. Sadly,
poachers exploit their weakness for salt to kill these innocent animals. The skin
of snow deer is very soft and warm and cames a high price. Local people eat its
flesh. The hill hunters trap musk deer in a noose and kill them. The author has

Mountain goats: naturally weUequipped for the intensely cold
Himalayan winter.

A mane visits Kedar Tad, ht 17,000 fi.
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Step farming in Garl~walmaking an
interesting southern tip of the Indian
mae.

removed many such nooses in high
valleys, and even made a collection of
them. The musk deer differs a great
deal in nature from the snow deer.
Generally, deer are afraid of man and
on being alerted by the herd leader,
they disappear in a trice over the
mountains. Only the herd leader
keeps watch behind. Musk is
concentrated in the navel of male
deer which have protruding teeth.
The musk remains hanging in a pouch
near its navel. A single deer provides
25 to 70 grams of musk. It is said that
the musk is sold to the smugglers at the
rate of rupees one thousand per gram.
This is an extremely well organized
racket known only to a selected few.
The markets for musk are supposed
to be in Delhi and Amritsar. The
traders of Delhi and Amritsar visit the
villages every year to buy musk and
also give advance payment to the
hunters. There are very few musk deer
left now. There was a time when they
would fearlessly come down to
Gangotri. The author has many times
found musk deer resting behiid his
cottage at night. The rear legs of a
musk deer are 4 inches longer than
the front legs. Except for the mating
season, the male deer lives alone. It
normally rests at one place at night
and wanders in the forest during the
day. From its fresh dung the hunters
can make out that the deer had rested
there at night. They put the noose
trap on its path, or shoot it if they sight
it. The body of the deer and the musk
is distributed in the proportion of two parts for the hunter and one part for his
helpers. One can recognise the camps of these hunters from the fires burning at
uninhabitable heights.

Himalayan forests
The natural law of the growth of trees, vines, flowers, roots, herbs and other
vegetation on the higher reaches of Himalaya is very different from that of the
lower mountains and plains. It is a matter of grave concern that once the forests
of the Himalaya are destroyed, it will be extremely difficult to revive them. The
scattering and sprouting of their seeds depends upon the high velocity winds,

snowfall and melting of the snow. Trees like Deodar, Kail, Cheed and The Bho~elusaforest In 1964. Resklr,s d ~ ~ r e s t a t t o l ~
Ir'ndscaf,c.
Rai-muraind grow on slopes, pits, rocks and even in the recesses of rocks. has "OW lurned It
The seeds of these trees are so light that they rise high even with a soft
breeze. With high velocity winds they travel to sky-high peaks, valleys,
snow-clad rocks, slopes, landing even in rock recesses. The seeds of
shrubs travel with the melting snow. Similarly, the seeds of herbs travel
to soil deposited at several places. That is why the Himalayan forests
are not a mixed variety. All Himalayan trees cannot grow everywhere.
Generally, there are exclusive colonies of one species of trees or
vegetation. Thus there won't be a Bhoj (birch) tree where there is
Deodar. The lowest height forests are those of Kail or Cheed. Above
them grow Deodar, then Bhoj and even higher than them, Thelu
(juniper). The Thelu seed is round and spreads with landslides or the
melting of stlow. It also gets distributed through bird droppings. The
seed of the Bhoj tree has a special shape because of which it rises in
the air and falls around, thus giving root to special groves of Bhoj forests.
In the same manner there are thick colonies of one variety of flowers
alone at one place. That is the reason why the flower of one valley is
not found in another valley. Their time of sprouting and blooming also
differs. Large beds of flowers are found in the valleys, as if specially
arranged and decorated. It is a sight fit for the gods. The Garhwal
Himalaya alone have scores of such valleys of flowers. Their beauty is
enhanced when a rivulet flows through them or they surround a pond
in thick masses. Man's intervention in nature is a sure invitation to
disaster. Fortunately many of these areas are beyond the everyday reach
of man. 1
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Central
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hough each of the Himalayan regions is speck '
it is the central region, known as the GarhwaL
Himalaya, which is unique geologically and
geographically. It is strikingly rich in natural beauty
and has an old, distinguished religious and spiritual
heritage. This is the mythological land of gods. Th'
is the region often referred to as heaven upon eart:..
It is here amidst the stunning beauty of the Garhwal
Himalaya that some of the greatest and the world's
highest pilgrimage centres are located. Kedamath,
Badrinath, Gangotri, Yamunotri, Hemkund, D r .
Prayag- to mention but a few - these are names whic
carry a special connotation for millions and millions
of Indians, particularly Hindus. For many of them,
their life's journey is not complete without a visit to
these shrines. Here amongst the glacial heights, lies
the world famous Valley of Flowers and several other
equally beautiful valleys. Here lie lakes like Roopkund,
steeped in myrhology and mystery. Towering peaks
like those of Nandadevi stand in unparalleled grandeur,
guarding the precious heritage of the region. Whereas
the adjoining Kumaon region attracts tourists for its
beauty and greenery, the Garhwal region is pilgrimageoriented. From remote comers of the country come
pilgrims rich and poor. They come to these Himalayan
ranges made holy by - amongst a host of other
elements - the rivers Yamuna, Bhagirathi (Ganga is
known by this name in its upper reaches), Mandakini,
and Alaknanda - the last three convereine
" " to form the
Ganga, and innumerable mystical valleys where sages
with matted hair and hardly a shred of clothing have
meditated since Puranic times. The Pandavas - the
heroes of the epic Mahabharata - and their wife
Draupadi, wandered in the Garhwal Himalaya, it
is said, to expiate for the sin of exterminating their
kith and kin in the great war. Today, the story of
the Pandavas continues to be a part of the culture
of the people of Garhwal. Songs of the Pandavas
are sung in the villages and a Pandava dance is
performed in which Draupadi features prominently.
The Puranas and Vedic literature sing praises of the
valleys and mountains of Garhwal Himalaya alone.
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The Central Himalaya, also known
as the Garhwal Himalaya, is the supreme
- .
-- destination for countless devout Hindus
and a host of others. It is here amongst
the moevy heights that some of the most
revered Hindu pilgrimage centres are
located - one of the many riveting facets
of the Himalaya. The following pages
present the stunning natural beauty and
evocative richness of this mountain range
through rare pictures and a fascinating
account of unusual experiences.

A trekker enroute to Gomukh,
the source of the rnighq Gungu.

It is considered Dew Bhumi - the sacred land of the gods and an endless, powerful
source of spiritual inspiration for generations.

The Story of the Ganga

Mangalgiri, a Naga sndhu,
in full-fledged 'attire'.

W h y is the Ganga so sbecial? The Ganga and its sister, the Yamuna, are the
youngest rivers of India and flow almost at surface level once they enter the
plains, in contrast to the older rivers such as the Narmada, Krishna, Kaveri
and Chambal which have cut their banks deep. Tradition has it that the Yamuna
- daughter of the Sun and the sister of Yamraj, the God of Death - is the
elder sister of Ganga, having been in existence before Ganga. The origin of the
Ganga is considered to be Gangotri in the Garhwal Himalaya although now,
because the glacier has receded, it actually rises from the womb of the Gomukh
glacier, 18 kilometres upstream. It is believed that the spout of the Gangotri
glacier was once at Gangotri itself, but receded to the north later. According to
Indian mythology, the flow of the Ganga - India's most holy river - had been
blocked in the Himalaya. Raja Bhagirath, the king of Ayodhya, turned the
flow of the river towards the Indian land mass. The work was actually begun
by one of his ancestors, king Sagar. One of the names by which the Ganga is
known is Jahnavi. According to the Kedar Purana, in ancient times rishi Jahnu
had his ashram on the banks of the river on the way to Gangotri. When the
floods came and the Ganga swept away the rishi's hut, he got so angry that
he drank up the entire river. Thus the Ganga became invisible. When Raja
Bhagirath came to him and pleaded with him to let the Ganga go, the rishi
obliged by cutting his thigh and letting the Ganga flow. One can surmise from

this story that the rishi may have been helpful in changing the course of the
Gangs.

~ a n g awater is so pure thgt at the time of death, a few drops are poured in
every Hindu's mouth. This is also considered to be the last wish of a dying person.
No worship can be conducted without the pure water from the Ganga, or some
other river. This is not merely symbolic but has a far deeper meaning. It is a pity
that we have not been able to save the Ganga from pollution right from its source
upto its descent into the sea. Keeping the Ganga clean has become a big challenge
for the country.

The Pilgrimage

- ..

.

- Till 1950, it was the struggle of a lifetime to visit the four major holy centres in
the Garhwal Himalaya - Kedarnath, Badrinath, Gangotri and Yamunotri. The
pilgrimage was done on foot during the course of which one braved some of the
most difficult ascents, treacherous landslides, walked along narrow kutcha paths,
skirting deep gorges, ravines, through forests, forded raging, tumultuous rivers and
-.. . crossed forbidding glaciers .Traders too brought their goods, undertaking arduous
journeys on the backs of mules. Today, with the march of time, all these places
can be reached by permanent, all-season roads. All through the pilgrimage season
which runs from April, when the snow begins to melt to the beginning of the
monsoons, these roads wimess a regular stream of buses, trucks, cars and other
vehicles carrying pilgrims from all comers of India and rest of the world. Earlier
this pilgrimage was undertaken by a few hundred pilgrims and sadhus only. Now
the number of visitors is in lakhs. Not surprisingly, there have been major changes
In the Himalaya and even further changes are to be expected. These changes
"

Dusk and s&irkwId i s c m e
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are welcome at one level, but are a major cause for concern at another level,
largely because of the disastrous environmental changes they bring about in their
wake. Some of the changes are irreversible and create permanent ecological
imbalances.

Haridwar
The journey to Yamunotri, Gangotri, Kedarnath, Badrinath, and other pilgrimage
centres and places of major interest begins in the foothill town of Haridwar or
Hardwar, the 'Gateway to the Gods'. This busy town on the bank of the Ganga
is also the gateway to the Garhwal Himalaya. Traditionally, pilgrims have a holy
bath here, dispense alms, conduct formal worship and immerse the ashes of the
dead. The importance of this town is mentioned in the Mahabharata and Puranas
like Kedar Khand. On the hilltops on either side of the Ganga stand two ancient
temples which can now be reached by cable cars..
There are many ancient temples in the Himalaya in Haridwar and adjoining
Kankhal. Prominent among them is the Daksha Prajapati temple in Kankhal.
Daksha Prajapati was a great king. According to the Puranas, he performed a big
yajna to which he invited all the gods and goddesses, but left out his own sonin-law, Lord Shiva. Daksha Prajapati had felt offended because his own daughter,
Parvati, had married Shiva without taking his consent. When Parvati came to
know that her husband had not been invited, she became incensed and
disregarding her husband's advice, she arrived at the venue of her father's yajna.
Unable to bear the insult, she threw herself into the tire and sacrificed her life.

FACINGPAGE: Mahant Atmaramji rides in his chariot wid1 ceremonial
grandeur in the cavalcade at the Pwma Kumbha of 1986 at Haridwar.

A Vaishnava sadhu wirh distinctive
markings on his forehead.

Irnp~oviredsmeens provide
privacy for changing cloths
after a dip in the Gaga.
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A member of Bhairavas,
a sect of Lonl Shivai
'anendants'. They can
accept alms only from a
sany&i. Symbols of Kaal
(rime), the Bhairavas do
not remain stil; they are
always m n g , or
swaying. Bells, tied to
their waists and feet,
keep ringing continuuuy.
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Theidolof~a
Swami du*
the Kumbha
cavalcde. K a e a is the
corn&
of the gods'
army. He is the s o n o f
Lord Shiva and brother of
Gmha. Displeased over
a domestic issue, he took
wluntay edle and settled
in South India where he is
widely worshipped as
Submmanya Swami.
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Mahamandaleshwar, Mandakshwar, Mahant - the hierarchical order amongst sadhw
- posing for a rare photograph before proceeding for the Kumbha SMM. .
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Initiation rites of new sanyasis at the river Ganga in Haridwar during the Pooma Kumbha of 1986.

Naga sudllus during the Pooma Kumbha at Haridwar, canying lances symbolising the mythological victory of the gods over demons.
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Lord Ganesha
Bharat Mandir,

At this, an infuriated attendant of Shiva, called Virbhadra, beheaded King
Daksha Prajapati and caused a lot of destruction. This is a well known story.
Today, Kankhal, also called Panchpuri or Mayapuri, is principally visited
for immersing the ashes of the dead. Camps of Hindu monks known
variously as Vaishnavas, Udasins and Nirmal sadhus are situated at
Kankhal, The monks are given education and training here. After every
12 years a large-scale festival called Kumbha Mela is held at Haridwar in
which different sects of sadhus and monks from all over India meet each
other. According to mythology, the pot containing amrita or the Nectar
of Immortality, obtained after churning the ocean, was kept at four sacred
places. Kankhal in Haridwar was the fourth place where it was kept.
It is believed that during- the Kumbha Mela, the Ganaa
- waters
assume the properties of nectar. Groups of sadhus and ascetics arrive
with their distinctive paraphernalia to take a bath at the auspicious time.
The bath by top religious leaders, known as the shahi-snan or the 'royal
bath', is undertaken at the Brahmakund which is now known as
'Har-ki-Pauri'. After the royal bath is over, common pilgrims from all over
the country take a dip in the holy waters all through the auspicious hours.

e ancient
ihh.

Dewtea buming wood and cow dung cak.es in the open to cook their food,
odd smoke to die dust huze during Kumbha at A h b a d in 1965. .

FAC~NG
PAGE:
The golden idol of Acharya Srichandra in Udaceen
Panchayat, Bada Akhara in Kankhal, Haridwar.
Srichandra, the founder of the Udareen sect of Sanyasis,
was the eldest son of Guru Nanak Dev.

Rishikesh

I
Nagar Devi, the guardian deiry of
Rl~hlkesh.

I

An ascetic from a Vaishnuva AWlara
with symbolic markings on his forehead.

Sixteen kilometres upstream from Haridwar and on the left bank of the Ganga
is Rishikesh, another ancient pilgrimage centre. The actual climb to the Himalaya
begins here. Earlier there was a thick forest between Haridwar and Rishikesh.
Today it remains only in name. Similarly, there was a time when elephants used
to roam freely on the right bank of the Ganga, between Haridwar and Rishikesh.
The number of elephants has dwindled lately although the area has been
proclaimed a protected forest.
Rishikesh is known for the austerities that sadhus and ascetics have been
performing here since ancient times. There is an old temple of Narayana (Vishnu),
now known as Bharat Mandir. It is believed that the idol here was established
by Adi Shankaracharya after salvaging it from the deep water of the Mayakund
in the Ganga. A festival is held here on the occasion of Basant Pancharni (spring
in February). It is also believed that Bhakta Prahlad, a young devotee, had
propitiated Narayana with the austerities he performed here. Before the
construction of roads, pilgrims who could not ascend the virtually inaccessible
Himalayan heights, would go round this temple 108 times and their pilgrimage
was considered as accomplished. Today there are several places of meditation for
sadhus and ascetics where they also get food and other facilities. For the benefit
of pilgrims, there are several dhararnshalas. Although traditionally dharamshalas
served as free guest houses, today they are being run on a commercial basis.
Rishikesh has now become a trade and transport centre. Tourists come here in
large numbers and stay here in 'transit' before embarking for their chosen
destinations.

The main idol at Bharat temple, Rtshrkesh. This ancient temple was r e h l t by hai ~ w n w a c n a r y aabout 1250 years ago.
Bharat is one amongst the thousand ndmes of Lmd Vishnu, who it is believed, holds sway wer the mhTe Rishkesh area
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Swargashram and Neelkanth Mahadev. 1 here are two rope bridges across the
Ganga, known as Ram Jhoola and Lakshman Jhoola. Pilgrims cross the river by
these two bridges or by boat.
Fifty years ago the population of Rishikesh was merely 2,000 to 2,500. There
was a small market which, during pilgrimage time alone, supplied walking sticks,
palanquins, coolies (porters) and mules. The traders used mules and goats to
transport food products. All these modes of transport have disappeared with the
advent of roads. Now the town of Rishikesh boasts of a large-population from
Punjab, Bihar, Bangladesh and Tibet. Innumerable big and small hotels have
mushroomed for the convenience of tourists. Devotees and pilgrims come from
all over the country by buses and trains and sadhus and ascetics are lost in the
crowd. A town once frequented chiefly by sadhus has thus become a busy
commercial place.
The main bathing place in Rishikesh is the Triveni Ghat where the Ganga
takes a natural bend in the valley. A little above this place is Mayakund, whose
significance now is merely in its name. Ashrams and residential buildings have
come up here, and an embankment has been built for their protection. Above
Rishikesh, after a climb of 12 kms, is Narendra Nagar, which was once the capital
of Tehri province. Now it is a provincial centre and lies on the main roadway.

Dev Prayag
Travelling upstream, the major halt after Rishikesh is at the pilgrimage centre of
Dev Prayag, which is considered the sacred grove of Lord Rama. There is an
ancient temple dedicated to Raghunathji (Rama) here. The famous confluence

I
,DevpTayag

two &fierent
showing the confluence of the
Alaknandu with rts green warn and
Bhqrathi Ganga with its muddy white
water.The
RnghuMlhji rrmpk
can be seen in the bic abwe.

T

priest of the Chandmvadini Bhakti
Peetha against the backdrop of the
mering peaks of Garhwal Himalaya.

A

of the Bhagirathi and Alaknanda rivers takes place here and is a spectacular sight.
Dev Prayag is also the residence of the priests of holy Badrinath temple. Its
significance has diminished after the opening of the roadway. Earlier this place
was situated amidst thick forests. Now the forest has disappeared. In its stead, the
people of neighbouring villages do step-farming on the slopes. It is unfortunate
that the entire filth and garbage of Dev Prayag drains straight into the
Ganga.
The earlier pilgrimage on foot was along the pathway alternating between the
left and right banks. At intervals of 12 kms there were resting and camping places
for sadhus. They were offered cooked food by devotees. Pilgrims could also prepare
their own food here and sleep for the night. Uncooked food items, utensils and
wood for cooking were provided. Such camps or chattis have now gone out of
existence.

Chandravadini
In the area between the rivers Alaknanda and Bhagirathi there is the
Chandravadini Kali temple. Two more Kali temples are at Surkanda and
Kunjapuri. Animal sacrifice is now banned here. Chandravadini is a beautifill
place. The Himalayan peaks appear just like the formation of a half moon. The
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Chamba townshtp m Garhwal, famous for its apple orchards.

vastness of t b ~ N b a l a y begins
a
to be apparent here.
Before Chatldivadini is a place called Hindola Khal
which has a swliig in the name of Draupadi, the wife
of Pandavas. Here too is the famous Bhuvaneshwar
Ashram where widows are provided shelter, education
and training.

Tehri
Below Chandravadini,on the right bank of Bhagirathi
river is the old Tehri town which was also the capital
of erstwhile Tehri state. After the end of Gorkha rule,
control of the Pauri-Garhwal region of Tehri state
was wrested by the British. There is now hardly any
evidence of Gorkha rule. Bhilangana river also meets
the Bhagirathi here. It was at Tehri that Swami Ram
Tirtha had attained watery salvation in the Bhagirathi.
A 260 metre high earth and rock-fill dam is under
construction at Tehri on river Bhagirathi down
stream of its confluence with river Bhilangana. This
2,400 Megawatts project is being constructed by the
renowned M/s Jaiprakash Industries Ltd. under the
overall supervision of Tehri Hydro Development
Corporation Ltd. Despite sporadicevents of agitations
by the oustees and the environmentalists,the project
work is proceeding at a fast pace and is likely to be
completed by the middle of the year 2004. The
project is bound to bring all round prosperity
specially to the states of Uttar Pradesh and
Uttaranchal. In the past, darns like Bhakra on river
Sutlej have brought prosperity to the country Apart
generating electricity,the large reservoir created
ehind the dam shall provide irrigation facilities to
2.7 lakh hectares of U.E and drinking water facilities
to Delhi. This multi~purposeproject will also help
litigate floods in the down stream areas. It is
..eartening that the fears raised by some quarters
about the safety of dam vis a vis earthquakes have
been found baseless by the various technical
committees. Very satisfactory arrangements have
been made for the resettlement of the oustees. A
New Tehri Township has been created for the
:ttlement of the oustees just 22 kms away amidst
icturesque surroundings. On completion of the
dam, the old Tehri township would be submerged in
the dam reservoir.
A rare Himalayan flower that
blooms J%TTI the tip of a leaf and
belongs to tha cactus family.
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Yamunotri

1

The road from Tehri winds its way upwards through
forests and mountains to reach Dharasu, which was
once a camping site for pilgrims travelling on foot.
Dharasu is on the western flank of a mountain range
and thus enjoys lots of sunshine. Northwest from here
lies Yamunotri, which is the source of the Yamuna river.
There is now a motorable road to Yamunotri which
carries heavy vehicular traffic. But this road ends at
Hanuman Chatti, 18 kms short of Yamunotri. The path
ahead is narrow and can be traversed only on foot or
on the back of a horse. Donv or mule. Some ~ilerims
n - -prefer travelling in a kandi - a basket carried on a porter,
or in a wooden palanquin carried by four porters. In this
region lies a forest of Burans, which is a beautiful flower
of deep red colour. It has medicinal qualities and its
sherbet is very popular. When it blooms the whole area
acquires a stunning deep red hue.
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SchooI-age girls in the Yamuna valley, returning from
the fields. Children begin shouldering responsibilities
at an '
in the mountains, often at the cost
of sch
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Yamunotri, at 10,450 ft, is a very cold
place because of the glaciers and snowcapped mountains around. The Yamuna

downwards, piercing its way through the
gorges. Near the Yamunotri temple on
t h e right bank is a hot water spring.
Weary pilgrims feel refreshed after
sprinkling themselves with water of this
spring. The temperature of the spring
water is so high that one can even cook
rice, boil potatoes or prepare any other
dish in it. A cloud of hissing steam hangs
above the spring almost continuously.
Once, it is said, a careless person fell into
it and was steamed alive. It is a kind of
blessing that such hot water emerges from
the bowels of the earth in an excessively
cold region like Yamunotri. Below the
spring, the water of Yamuna is ice cold.
Formal worship is performed at an old
Yamuna temple here by pundits. In the
village below, the old wooden houses of
the priests are artistically built. It is
believed that Swami Ram Tirtha walked
upstream along the Yamuna and was able
to reach Gangotri from there - a feat
which has not yet been repeated. To the
west of Bandarpoonch range is the
Himalayan state of Himachal Pradesh.
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The tempk aiui hot water spn'n~s
at Yamuiwt~i- the so~crceof tlw
river Yumuim. In the buckground
are the mow-covered peaks of
Bandarpoonch masif.

Bhagirath Kharak mountain as
viewed from Koteshwar peak.

Uttarkashi
From Hanuman Chatti on the Yamunotri route there is a narrow pathway which
leads to Uttarkashi via Nakuri, Matli and Barheti. It was once used for pilgrimage
to the major centres. The region is extremely beautiful. The Varuna river meets
the Ganga at Barheti. Above Barheti is the pilgrimage centre of Uttarkashi. Its
Puranic name is Saumya (serene) Varanasi. As evident from the name, it is
considered as holy as Varanasi. Just as in Varanasi, there are temples and bathing
ghats in Uttarkashi which have been given similar names. There is an old temple
of Shiva-Shakti here. Local people and the Tibetans used to call this place Bara
Haat. Every year during summer, the Tibetans used to come here to sell their wool,
carpets, salt and take back food items and other products. In tho;e days salt was
,
a precious commodity in the Himalaya.
Till 1948, the population of Uttarkashi was in some hund&d80nly. But now
it has become a big town with the arrival of a large number of settlers from Punjab
and other Indian states. It is the headquarters of Uttarkashi district.
On the right side of the town is the Varnavat mountain. About 100 years ago
the Ganga used to flow on the right side of the Shiva-Shakti temple. It appears
that after some great upheaval, its basin shifted and it started flowing on the left
side of the temple. A photograph of that time is available which confirms this
transformation.
The Nehru Mountaineering Training Centre in Uttarkashi is a unique sight.
The author got formal training of mountaineering here in the very first batch.
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An ancient idof of Mahishasur Mardini,
one of the fof the goddess Kali.
Saumya Varanasl (ancient name of
Uttarkashi) is situated between the
rivers Vamna and Asi, which flow into
thr Cnnun in

this 11n1Im
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Uturrkashi by night. The special effect seen in the pic is due to the use ofa filter mounted on the camera lens. In the backdrop is Vamavat mcuntain.

On the south of Varnavat mountain is the Bal Kila
mountain. It is claimed that the sons of Brahrnaji
performed austerities here. Nearby is the Nachiketa
lake. Earlier, this area had thick forests. Entire forests
of Pine, Banj, Burans and other Himalayan vegetation
have disappeared now. The Indrani river meets the
Ganga here. There is a track from rhis valley to
Kedarnath which is not in use now. But those
travelling by cars and buses miss out on the real beauty
of Himalaya. On the north side of Uttarkashi are
Laksheshwar Mahadev and Daundi Taal where many
wild animals of the Himalaya can still be seen. A river
called Asi meets the Ganga soon after originating from
Daundi Taal.
The Uttarkashi region i s a very beautiful, peaceful
and clean region, in the middle of the Himalaya. Many
eminent rishis, philosophers, ascetics and exponents of
Brahma jnan have lived here. The author's Guru,
Swami Tapovanam Maharaj, also had a cottage here.
He hailed from Kerala, and was an erudite and
spiritually exalted person.
Alone amidst the crowd.
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The hard life in the mountains leads to an old, weather-beaten look rather prematurely.

An unusual flocucr in Gungu valley.

A small tdlrdge has Eccll cofiau~rctedover the Ganga at Maneri to provide
electricity to Uttarkashi. Maneri is on the road to Gangotri. A little above it is
a place called Malla. Here there is a rope bridge over the Ganga. O n the other
side of the Ganga in the northeast direction is the alpine meadow Kush Kalyan,
and Sahasrataal. The route to Kush Kalyan and Sahasrataal is very beautiful.
Climbing above it one can reach up to the famous Khatlinga glacier. Now only
the local people and occasional trekkers take this route and there are few pilgrims
and sadhus to be seen travelling on this path.
Travelling by metalled road from Malla one reaches Gangnani, whlch is not
a very attractive place by itself, but is popular because of a hot water spring. It
is not a very cold place. Buses carrying tourists stop here for a short while. It is
said that rishi Parashar had performed austerities at Gangnani. In 1978 there was
a massive landslide here which blocked the Ganga for over 14 hours. When the

JAe %Ti Raj'iu c3adIiIfcme? Prkne
Minism of lhdia with lEiS w#e, Sonia
a~a ~ f ! & h &diU?dThe U ~ T
Pfadesb gouemm set ~rprhe Gndwal
Dewebpnmr ad mi^ at his behest.

FACINGPAGE:
Lute Smt. Indira Gandhi, former Prime
Minister of India at Uttarkashi in 1984 shortly before her assassination She b e d
the mountains and proteaion of the
Himafuyan e c o z m was m e of her imporrant concerns.

The majestic mount Bhag~rath-3peak
(approx. 23,000 ft.) It has been scakd by
several mountaineers.
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Shri Atul Beluri Vujpuyee touring Uttarkushi in 1985.

Moun~Menc (ht 22,000 ft).
111 the fo~C~T0~1ld
u Mutri

Shri Shlwkumar spming
an impressive mowwchr.
He has been a part of
Shn Atal Behari Vajpayee's
entouruge for sewerul decades.
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impounded waters of the
Ganga broke through this
barrier, there was a heavy
flood downstream which took
a large toll of life and property.
There was great damage to
the region in 1991 also after
a massive earthquake. Such
natural disasters are common
in the Himalaya.

Harsil

vaf'ey infuses
Sunrise In
w~tha kdelduscope of colours.

sky

Harsil valley (8,400 ft) is a
very cold place. The Border
Security Force is now stationed
here. Harsil receives heavy
snowfall in winters and from
September to March the
entire area, including the
adjoining mountains, remains
covered with snow. The road
to Harsil is also closed because
of the heavy snow. There is a
near-perpendicular climb to
Sukhi Top on the way from
Gangnani to Harsil. The road
is like a snake's coil. After the
great ascent, there is an equal
distance of descent. From
Sukhi Top the Ganga valley
of H a r d is a fascinating sight.
The long open plain at such
a height surprises visitors.
Because of the evenness of
the area, the Ganga spreads
out, but is nevertheless swift.
One cannot cross the river
because of its strong current.
Apple, pear and apricot
orchards are abundant here.
Some people also rear sheep.
One route from Harsil through
a high pass in the west takes you to Himachal Pradesh while another pass takes
you to Tibet. Sukhi Top, Harsil valley and the neighbouring mountains are rich
in pine and fir forests. Snow bears have been sighted in the areas above the passes
and below the glaciers. Musk deer and barral (mountain goat) are also found here,
Harsil is situated on the west bank of the Ganga and lately its population has
increased many times. Above Harsil, there is the village of Bhagori whose people
once traded with Tibet. They are prosperous people. Two rivers, Shyam and

Fh'

A 1963 pic of the bungalow of Wilson,
an Englishman who married a local girl
and senled at *arsil. The bungalow was
reduced to ashes m an accidental fire,

with life,
notwithstanding.

'lotha
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Jalandhari, meet the Ganga in Harsil. The popular belief is that due to the curse
of a chaste woman, Vrinda, Lord Vishnu turned into a rock. That is why the
name Harsil.
In the nineteenth century a British soldier by the name of Wilson took up
residence here. He bought this area from the ruler of Tehri for a song and became
rich by supplying sleepers for railways and timber for construction. He was de facto - - ruler of the area. He even introduced his own silver currency. A magnificent
. wooden palace belonging to him recently got burnt. Wilson married a local girl
and had two sons from her. He also built a bungalow in Mussoorie. The cultivation rz
of apples, potato and rajma beans was started by him.
---There are many guest houses at Harsil for tourists. But nowadays, very fe; people visit Harsil although the view of the Himalaya, the Ganga and the foresrs ;=from here is absolutely enchanting. It has a wealth of small rivulets, flowers, v i n s--==
. and forests in their full glory.
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On the old pedestrian route ahead of H a r d there are several rivuletsand>p@ng.
After four kilometres one reaches Dharali, the last village befote Gang~rri:i=ancient literature this place is referred to as Kalpa Kedar. Once rheremerg~ver
120 temples here. They all vanished after an earthquakegandand-landslides. The spire of one such temple has become visibledue-x@%Ganga waters which have carried away the rubble. This temple had a Shi&&a
-.which however is still immersed in water. The stone architecture of &
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V i m waking for their turn to gmd
grain at a watmill. Such warn'Us,

powered by small streams, specially
channeled for the purpose, me a
familim site in mountain villages.

beautitul. 1he size and height of the temple
can only be imagined. Before the advent of
roads, Dharali was a mere chatti on the
pedestrian track. There was a very beautrful
wooden dharamshala here built in the form
of a fort by the ruler of Jaipur but it got
destroyed recently in an accidental fire. It
was so built that the inner portion became
virtually air-conditioned and, during the
severest winter, cold could not pierce through.
There were seven lakes in the forest
above Dharali. These have all dried up due
to indiscriminate cutting of the trees. Illegal
tree cutting is the handiwork of a mafia here,
as a result of which the flora, fauna and
medicinal herbs in the region have
disappeared. Dharali deserves to be developed
again.
Above the lakes of Kalpa Kedar, there IS
the magnificent Shrikanth peak. According
to the Puranas, the adjoining beautiful peaks
and valleys go by the name of Mala, Awana,
Dokrani, Draupadi Danda, Pandav Sera,
Rarnneek Dweep etc. These can be reached
only by daring tourists or trained climbers.
Attempting to reach these peaks without the
help of coolies and a guide would be an
invitation to disaster. But if one does take up
the challenge, and reaches there, one's
fatigue will vanish at the breathtahg sight.
The place is so beautiful that it call only be

Haar Doodh Selku festival in Makwa
village. The courtyard of thr temple is
decorated with flowers, and milk B
curd ore offered to the village deity
Someshwar. As part of the festivities
viuagers perform Pandava and
Draupadi dances.

S m h Panja. The mot of this rare
medicinal phnt has a striking shape
with several joints.
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termed heaven. The coolies and guides of the area harass the tourist a lot because
their aim is not to escort one to the destination, but to fleece one. They threaten
to leave one midway, and at times actually run away. It is perilous to be stranded
high-up in the hostile mountains.
Across the Ganga, on the western slope of the mountain is a famous village
called Makwa. It has been mentioned in the Puranas as the sacred grove of rishi
Matang. It occupies a unique position geographically and enjoys sunlight from
morning till evening while the adjoining areas receive the sun barely for two to
three hours. The priests of Gangotri have made their residence in Makwa. When
the Gangotri temple is closed for winter, its idol and ornaments are kept in safe
custody in a temple in Makwa. Some years ago, the valuable ornaments were
stolen. There are many caves around in which ascetics have performed austerities.
Unfortunately, this mountain has become totally devoid of vegetation. Still the
place has its many advantages.
There is a spring here called Bhim Gattu from where the village takes its water
supply. After crossing the rivulet formed by the spring, there is an extremely
narrow passage through the mountain. Wilson's wife belonged to Makwa and her
ancestral house still exists. The houses in the village are built of wood and some
of them have even four-storeys. Their wooden architecture is of high quality and

has withstood earthquakes for more than 150 years. Our structural engineers
should be shown these houses to learn how earthquake-resistant houses are made
with local material and indigenous technology.
Markandeya rishi is said to have performed austerities in the nearby
Markandeya village. Here also are a few caves for secluded meditation of ascetics.
After the village there is a rivulet Gum-gum which flows from Tibet. In the Kedar
Khand Purana it is referred to as Kum-kum. The rivulet flows very deep into a
narrow valley making a sharp sound of gum-gum. As one moves ahead, there is
a rope bridge across the Ganga, by crossing which one again reaches the main
road on the eastern bank in Dharali.
After climbing another four kms one reaches a glacier which descends from
the Shrikanth peak. The snow of thu glacier slides every year through the forest
and blocks the road near Dharali. The summer route to Gangotri is opened only
after removing the snow and debris of trees and rocks on this road. In some years
this snow is so thick that it forms a bridge over the Ganga. This offers a unique
sight. Because of the slide of the glacier through the forest, many trees, rocks,
stones and earth are carried down into the river. The forest above Dharali boasts
of brown bear, musk deer and snow deer. Several medicinal herbs also grow here.
On the higher reaches grows the forest of birch (Bhoj) trees. At this height one
can hear an amazing echo coming from the mountains and the Ganga valley looks
heavenly.
In olden times there was another resting place above Dharali which is known
as Jangla. Till 50 years ago there was a very beautiful wooden rest house which
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a rare shot through a special fib.

These four-sme~edPine wood
in Makwa village have withrtood
earthquakes for more hn 150 Yean,
The wood caruings on these houses
bear testimony w the highly developed
aesthetic sensibilities and technical skius
of the local populrce.

FACING PACE:
Rocks s 4 t e d by the consmnt fIow of the
river j a h ~ v i whose
,
origin is in Tibet.
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The confluence of Jahnaui and
B k r a t h i at Lanka on the Gangotri
route. The Gangs is muddy white and
Iahnnvl is sea green. Accordmg to
Kedar Puran, Ganga had swept away
the "ge
the hut
Idnu.
drank up the entire Ganga. At the
request of King Bhagirath, the sage
relented and let the nver resume its
@. That is why Ganga is also known
as Jahnaui.

also alas, got burnt to ashes. O n crossing the road bridge across Ganga one reaches
the slopes on the western bank. There is no way ahead along the eastern bank.
From here one can view the exquisite sight of the range of Bhrigupanth mountain
and its peaks. To travellers it appears that the Ganga must have originated from
those peaks.
After Jangla, there is the old resting place of Kupang. The army has now set
up its camp here. In the days of foot-pilgrimage, groups of pilgrims, sadhus and
porters used to rest here. A spring still exists but a very thick fir forest has now
all but disappeared due to wanton felling of trees. A famous rejuvenating
medicinal herb called Punarnava is found here in abundance. After Kupang there
is a place called Lanka which is very difficult to reach. Before the advent of roads,
this climb was a big challenge to pilgrims. After a descent of about one and a
half kilometres from Lanka, one reaches the confluence of Jahnavi (also known
as Jad Ganga) and Ganga rivers. Close to the confluence, the mighty rivers have
cut the rocks in shapes which are very artistic and attractive. The present bridge
over Jad Ganga was built in 1984 by Railway engineers. Before that there was
a rope bridge whose remnants can be seen even today. Travelling through the
valley of Jad Ganga and crossing the Pulam Sung pass on the India-Tibet border,
one can reach Kailash-Mansarovar. This was once an active route. Traders in wool
and other commodities used this pass. The old bridge on the now abandoned
pedestrian route was several thousand feet below the present bridge. To reach the
next place - Bhairon Ghati, one had to undertake a tough descent of one

FACINOPAGE:

C o n s m h of new bndge (1984) wer
Jahwi (idCangal on the way from
Lrmkn to Bhaimn Ghati. This b~idgeis so
high that lookirg down at the rim makes
one d-. There was a mute to &tilashMansa7~)arutd other phces in Tibet passing
through the Jad Ganga u d q , but it is nwu
closed.

OM disused bridge across Jahnavi
river at Bhairon Ghati.

kilometre and then an equally tough climb ahead. The journey is still very
rewarding.
There is the Neelang mountain range above Jad Ganga. A rare fragrant
tree, Padmaksh, was found here whose wood was even more valuable than
sandalwood. Now there are no trees left as the entire forest has been gradually
cut down and sold. About one and a half kilometres below Lanka, the valley of
Jad Gang is very narrow, with the mountains on both sides standing erect.
The old route from this valley was very narrow and dangerous. Viewing it from
above, it seems that Jad river and the Ganga are flowing in some underworld.
' mountain. Travellers had to regulate
The earlier rou ' ' leen he^
their breath to climb up or down.
'here is a stream on this route
whose bed is made up of red
arth. As a result, the vegetation
round has also turned red. In
Aden times, people used to sip this
water as a gift f ~haironji:The
iste of the water is pungent but it
as medicinal qualities. It kills
arasites and purifies blood. Now
3u can reach this stream only with
)me effort.
There is an interesting story of
n old woman who was once
-:avelling alone with a small bundle
on her head. She did not even
ave chappals on her feet. They
lust have broken or worn out
uring the hard climb. Her clothes
Iere old and tattered. Considering
le cold of these Himalayan heights,
le was practically naked. She was
oor in every way. She did not
..ave money even for bus fare. On
tallung to her, the author discovered
lat she had been travelling from
ishikesh. For food she had with
er parched grain. Despite her
overty and helpless state, she was
not prepared to ask for anything
from any other traveller. When the
author asked her about her
problems, she said, "Beta, Teerath
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yatra mein kaha nahin jata, sahd
jata hai." - "My son, when on a
pilgrimage, one does not complain,
one just bears up." Unfortunately,
such faith is rare in present day
pilgrims.
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begins from Bhairon Ghati. Bhairon
said to be the guardian of Gangotri, and a small,
ancient temple dedicated to him is located here. Offerings
of jaggery and thick wheat bread which were later
distributed as a blessing among travellers, sadhus and
ascetics used to be made at Bhairon. The offerings were
so bountiful, they took care of the meals of everybody
around. Incense was burnt continuously in this temple.
With the advent of bus travel, it is now lying in disuse and
the practice of offerings at the temple has also ceased.
There is an old guest house near the temple which is also
hardly used.
There are now other guest houses in Bhairon valley
belonging to the PWD, the Forest Department and the
Garhwal Mandal Vikas Nigam. There is also a centre of
the Border Roads Organization. Earlier there was such a
thick forest of pine here that even sunlight could not
penetrate through the canopy. Opposite Bhairon Ghati
and across the Ganga there is the Shilajit mountain. The
monkeys here eat shilajit along with fruits.
While leaving Bhairon Ghati for Gangotri, travellers
are blessed with glimpses of the Bhrigupanth mountain
range, Sudarshan peak, Matri peak and Cheedvasa peak.
O n the right side of the road are the Mainaki mountains
and the Rudra mountains. In these mountain ranges there
are trees called Venu, which are worshipped like the
Peepal tree.
. - The areas below these mountain peaks become
colourful during spring with a large variety of flowers.
Spring is also the season when the young ones in the herds
of snow deer can be seen frolicking in open spaces. But
such scenes are denied to those travelling by buses and
cars. They remain unaware of the real beauty of the
Himalaya. Those who travel in a leisurely fashion on foot
are able to imbibe the real essence of the Himalaya. When
people who have been in communion with the true
nature of the Himalaya return to their homes in the plains,)
they do not tire of relating the splendour of the mountain6
to their near and dear ones. O n the other hand, the ric&
travellers who return from their bus or car journeys, keep
complaining about the painful journey and lack of
facilities.

Gangotri in winter. Raja B - T s
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Patangana
Patangana is also known as the Pandavas region. It is evident from the marks of
erosion made on rocks by the force of water that the Ganga must have been
flowing through this region in the past. This area too was once thick with fir
trees. Many of the old trees have been cut down. Now there grow several kinds
of medicinal herbs. Jeevak and Ishvak, locally known as Pangri and Laatu, are
the prominent herbs. The villagers of Himalaya traditionally used them as a
condiment. Both herbs are, in Ayurvedic terms, of a hot nature and cure the
disorders of vaat (wind) in the human body. The Laatu has almost disappeared
now. Rishvak is also found among the birch trees in the high mountains. Papamor,
an unusual fruit which is red in colour and has a sweet taste, also grows here.
A kind of Jamun tree too is found here but its fruit has a big kernel and little
pulp. The fruits of other trees like Kimli and Daruhaldi are the favourites of bears.
and monkeys.
Above Patangana and before Gangotri the Ganga flows through a very deep
and narrow gorge. This almost subterranean path lies between two massive rocks.
It is a wonder how the entire water of such a strong and big river squeezes through
this narrow gorge. With the constant force of water, these rocks have been hewed
into shapes which people variously describe as a pond, conch shell, water bowl
or snake. The Ganga here starts flowing northwards as if trying to anoint the
forehead of Lord Shiva. Above this place is the large water basin called Gauri
Kund formed by the breathtaking waterfall of the Ganga. This basin is also known
as Surya Kund. It is believed that Raja Bhagirath performed austerities on a large
rock here. The Puranas say he did penance for 5,500 years.

The medicinally important
Saalam flower.

The Ganesha mountain (kft) and
Hanuman Tekri (right)just above
Gangotri.
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FACING PAGE: The Ganga has cut a ravine 150-200 fi deep here
at Patangana, before Gangotri. At one time it must have been flwuing
above the rocks of Patangana as is evident from the marks of erosion.
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A Spectacular Waterfall
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Gauri Kund is the only perennial waterfall in the entire journey of the Ganga,
from its source at Gomukh to its merger at Gangasagar in the Bay of Bengal. The
waterfall is 80 ft high. The play of sunlight on the water spray forms a rainbow
which can be seen through the whole day. With the felling of adjoining trees,
a landslide occurred here whose debris fell into the water basin. The state
government has now built an embankment here, with steps for visitors to sit and
enjoy the sight of the fall.
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u of Naga sect,
stnk~ngmatted tresses about 15 ft

FACINGPAGE
Gauri Kund at Gangotri is the only
place on the Ganga's entire journey
( . where it Y&' by 80 fi
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bathed with the goldan rays of sunset. Fsnows& m r below the peak with -deafening sounds. The stunning beau9
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of vartous mountain ranges on the way
to Gangom' W travellers spellbound.

Mythological Significance
Gangotri used to boast of unmatched natural
beauty. Gangoti attracted people even before
the age of historical records, with ascetics
performing austerities. Gangotri has received
great praise in the mythological Puranas. Narad
Muni, Swami Ram Tirtha, Guru Tapovanam
Maharaj and many others have described the
celestial beauty of this place. Actually, Gangotri
was considered the real origin of the Ganga.
There must have been a time when the
Gangotri glacier extended down to Gangotri. It
is for geoscientists to find out when the glacier
receded. Gangotri is the confluence of the
Ganga and Kedar Ganga. The latter flows from
south to north to merge in the main river, and
great religious significance is attached to this
place.
At Gangotri today, situated as it is at 10,300
ft above sea level, the climate is cold even in
summer. It is very pleasant while the sun is
shining, but the temperature plummets once the
sun is obscured. Till fifty years ago, there were
thick forests at Gangotri. There was a wide
variety of flora and fauna and musk deer were
prominent. There used to be heavy snowfall
during winters. Small groups of pilgrims arrived
in summer and there were no crowds. There was
the temple, one dharamshala for pilgrims and a
temporary residence for the priests. Some coolies
and other labourers also came. Along a long
stretch there were caves used by sadhus and
ascetics. There existed only four huts made of
wood. With the beginning of winter the priests
and other local people left for their homes at
lower elevations. Only four or five sadhus
remained in winter. They lived alone in their
caves and occasionally went to meet one
another. In summers, even during the pilgrimage
season, the number of residents used to remain
between 100 and 150. During the entlre
summer season, barely five to six thousand
pilgrims would arrive, travelling on foot. They
rested here for one or two days, and brought
their food and other essentials with them. The
arrival and departure of this small number did
not adversely affect the environment of Gangotri.
Today things are very different.
LUsr

ruys of the scttii~gslcn puyii~gthcir ol~eisui~ce
to rlu: Ciur~~u
wuters in Gauri Kurd, Gai~gotri.

Gangotri Temple
A small temple was first built here during the Gorkha rule in Garhwal. The present
temple was built 70 years ago by the ruler of Jaipur. It lies to the northwest in

A wild Himalayan flower and buds
bathed in dew drops.
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Gnngohi's Ganga temple was built

by srn* M*

~wji,the king

t 70 years ago.
pandas have built their
?muses m n d it fbic 1952).
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Bhairon Jhamp mountain valley. This is an ideal place for the temple because
the Ganga here flows almost in a plain field. Because of boulders in the way, it
keeps changing its course. In recent years it has started flowing closer to the
temple.
To the south of Gangotri is the Hemkund mountain range. Its peaks find a
mention in ancient legends. The way to the valleys of these peaks is so dangerous
that the climb can put one's life in peril. There are easier routes to all these valleys
from Gangotri. The venerable Gurudev Swami Tapovanam Maharaj first amved
at Gangotri in 1918. He lived and meditated at both Gangotri and Uttarkashi.
He travelled to many inaccessible valleys in Ladakh, Himachal Pradesh and
Kailash-Mansarovar several times. This was his way of worshipping God. Based
on his experiences during these travels, he wrote several books, prominent among
them being 'Ishwar Darshanam' and 'Wandering in the Himalaya'. He has
described in detail the Himalayan valleys, rivers, lakes, peaks, animals and the
vegetation found at different places. His account has been the inspiration and
guidance for this author.
The way to the south of Gangotri peaks lies along the right bank of Kedar
Ganga. When they move ahead on this route, climbers find the Patangani Dhar

-

Sunset in the ~cpperHimalaya.

mountain on their right. As they climb on, these ranges assume a huge shape
almost touching the sky. This mountain stands like a wall between the valley of
Kedar Ganga and the valley of Rudra Ganga. Further up, the Patangani
Dhar merges into the Jogin peak. O n the right of Jogin peak are the peaks
Gangotri-1, Gangotri-2 and Gangotri-3. And on the right of these there is the
Rudragairu peak. O n the left of Jogin peak too are several grand peaks. The first
is the Thalaisagar peak. On its left is Bhrigu peak and further left are the ranges
of Bhrigupanth mountains.
Travelling south from Kedar valley, and crossing over the Patangani Dhar
range, one can reach the Rudragairu valley. From the ridge of Patangani Dhar
a magnificent view is obtained of the valleys on both sides. Thalaisagar peak
appears from here as if Lord Ganesha is seated in meditation. Climbing expeditions
use Kedar Taal and even Kedar glacier as a base camp for attempts on Jogin peak.
In the past 30 years many expeditions have successfully climbed these peaks. All
these c l i i r s have left heaps of garbage at the base camps. It should be their
duty to dig pits and bury such garbage. It is unfortunate that they shun this
responsibility. The best course would be to bring down the entire load of this
garbage because it does not decay at heights of 18,000 ft.
Between the Thalaisagar and Jogin mountain peaks there is a pass which is
perennially covered with snow. Across this pass is the Khatling glacier beyond
which is the Kedarnath Dham. No one has ever gone to Kedar Dham by this
route. The author has successfully climbed Gangoui-2 and Gangotri-3 fiom
Rudragairu valley. Gangotri-2 is over 22,000 ft. With the help of binoculars one
can view from this peak the vastness of the Himalaya and even the remote
I
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Shli Basunt Kumar Birh and his wife Smt. Sarah Birla at Tapovan kutl which they visited on
each of their eight trips to Gangotri (pic 1981).
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A pmminent bend on the Ganga is the tandmark for Markandeya, t h
village on the way to Gangotn.
After the Gangorn' temple is closed for winters, Saraswati worship is performed here and at Makwa village. Some old caves
earlier used ky itinerant sadhus can be f d in this area.

Tlu? cluimr tree, synonymous with Kushmir cun also be fourld at Gan~otri.

Base camp at Rudragaim for attempt on Gangotn I , 2 B 3 peaks (1 968).
Rudragairu is a confluence of 1 1 glaciers and is also the origin of Rudra Ganga. It is a vast phin rich in vegetation.
Shepherds reach here with their flocks in summer.

A breathtaking view of the Himafayan ranges taken from Gangotri-2 peal..
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Climbing ro the Gallgotri peaks i s fuU of perils.
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tiangotn-1 in the background during Gangotri-2 exped~tnn.At these alt~tudes,
lack of oxygen makes breahng u e q difficultand nausea d headache are comma p r o b h faced by mounmneers.
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Seeking a foothold on an ice wall during the Gangotri-2 expedition. Near-vertical waUs have to be climbed with the help of fied ropes.
Cutting steps in hard ice is not an easy task.
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Yamuna valley. At night the glow of the lights of Mussoorie and Dehradun in
the foot hills is also visible from here.

Kedar Taal

Blue watus, blue clouds, blue sky and
white mountains meet at Kedar Taal
f i t 17,000ft).

A small rock shrine erected by
mountaineers on the lake side at Kedar
Taal m pray for safety and success of
their expeditions.

Encircled by these peaks, at a height of 17,000 ft is Kedar Taal. This lake has
a circumference of 1.5 to 2 kms. Only daring and hardy adventurers are able to
reach this place after travelling for two days from Gangotti. On the way they have
to camp at places called Bhoj Kharak and Kedar Kharak. Both these places have
streams of water and are protected from strong winds. There are perilous places
on this route and this climb is dangerous if attempted without an experienced
guide and 'reliable' coolies. It is safer to have the third camp near or at Kedar
Taal itself.
The water of Kedar Taal is as clear as crystal - so clear that the bottom of
the lake can be seen as clearly as the surrounding peaks reflected in the waters.
The author has seen many lakes and ponds in the Himalaya during his travels
but Kedar Taal is unique and unmatched in natural beauty. In winter the lake
freezes and fresh snow falls over it. From November to February-March one can
walk on this frozen lake. Even skating can be done but one has to be careful.
Once the leader of an expedition from Pune nearly drowned when the ice in
the middle of the lake cracked. At this height the snow is hard and transparent
like glass. One reason for this is that in winters the sun lies to the south and
therefore there is a constant shadow of the mountain over the lake. By Apd the
lake melts again. Then the reflection in the lake of the mountains on all four
sides provides a transcendental experience. The author has seen this wonderful
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view five times. At night the moon and stars seem to be shining not in the sky
but on earth. The reflection of the full moon in the lake is a sight fit for the gods.
Kedar Taal is considered holy. OccasionaIly, cranes visit tlus place. A rare kind
of fish is found in this lake. The author has successfully climbed the near by
Jogin-1 and Jogin-2 peaks, from where the view of the Garhwal Himalaya is
breathtaking.
Kedar glacier lies to the left of Kedat lake. The glaciers of many peaks merge
into the Kedar glacier. This glacier is the source of river Kedar Ganga. Kedar Taal
also takes its water from this glacier. In summers there grow hundreds of varieties
of flowering plants even at this altitude. Fain Karnal and Brahma K m d are the
prominent flowers. Medicinal herbs include Atees, Kaurai and h h a . Thete i s
a Thelu (juniper) shrub here whose leaves provide fragrant oil. The shrub bums
easily because of the oil in its leaves. Kedar glacier has a wide v d e y Musk deer
and snow deer are found here. Grass and other Himalayan herbs also grow in
this area. Attracted by this grass, shepherds arrive here with their flocks of sheep
and camp for three months during the summers. The leaves of birch trees are fed
to the sheep and goats.

Thalaisagar
Thalaisagar is a very dangerous peak. There are fortress-like high snow walls. To
climb up, one has to drive pegs into the vertical snow walls. Many mountaineers
have lost their lives in the snowslides here. And many bodies are still buried in
snow. There have been several attempts on the Bhrigupanth peak too. In the
Bhrigupanth range there are two small peaks called Ganesha and Hanuman Tekri.

Pdect synchron~zation.As the first
rays of the sun wuch the peaks the
waters of Kedar Taol catch the
refkccions of Thalaisagar, Brighupanth
and login peaks. To take such a pic one
has ro take position at the right place
much before daum.
Massive ice walk present ever-changing
challenges to mountaineers.
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While extremely beautiful, these places are also extremely frightening. Day and
night, especially in March-April, avalanches occur here accompanied by
deafening sounds like cannon fire. A cloud of snow forms in the air which rains
down in the form of sleet. This shower extends over a wide area. To save
themselves from sleet, the climbers leave their tents and take shelter under the
rocks. The sleet at times is accompanied by strong winds. Small icicles as hard
as glass, strike the nose, ears and mouth like bullets, and are extremely painhl.
Injuries thus sustained leave blue marks on the face. Many mountaineers have
died in such sleet. The only way to protect oneself is to kneel down, face
downwards, with the forehead touching the ground, and keep taking long
breaths. As if this danger from snowslides is not enough, the temperature also
plummets suddenly. O n such
occasions, climbers should dig a
pit and lie in it huddled together.

The Old Pilgrim Route to
Gomukh
The old Gangotri to Gomukh
route, along the south bank of
Ganga, is no longer in use. There
was 'Ganga Garden' on this route
which has now been appropriated
by several ashrams. To reach
Gomukh or the valley of
Bhrigupanth mountain one had
to crawl between two rocks. That
is why that place had been named
'Garbha-yon?. There is also a
place called Banglavasa on this
route, which is a forest of Bangla
shrubs and Bhoj trees. This is a
nice and safe place for camping
and a night halt as it is protected
from landslides.

Old Cheedvasa
The pedestrian track on the south
bank of Ganga passes through
very tough terrain. The original
Cheedvasa lies on this route and
is about 10-12 kms from Gangotri.
Till 50 years ago, there was a large
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dharamshala made of stone and wood. It had four large rooms, four small rooms
and two verandahs. Utensils for cooking were stored there for the pilgrims. This
dharamshala was built by Seth Raghunandan Das of Moradabad and was given
over to the Baba Kali Kamliwale Trust for administration. Men working for a fake
sadhu removed the timber of the dharamshala and carried it across the Ganga
to the new Bhojvasa where they constructed their own ashram with this material.
It is unfortunate that a dharamshala, which could accommodate nearly 100
pilgrims, was thus looted and destroyed. Such a construction would cost over
rupees 10-20 lakh today. This dharamshala, built at a height of 11,770 ft, also
sewed as a secluded place for meditation at one time. Whoever reached it first
used to become the administrator-owner of the place.
Above the old Cheedvasa there is the snow-covered Manda peak which has
not been climbed by anybody so far. At a height of about 12,000 ft, above the
now ruined dharamshala there is a vast Cheed (pine) forest. Lot of plants and
herbs still grow in this forest. There is a rare variety of trees here whose wood
gives a blue glow at night. After crossing a rivulet on this trail, one reaches the
old Bhojvasa of this route. There is a thick Bhoj forest here. Springs abound and
form many small and big ponds. O n the banks of the ponds bloom a variety of
colourful flowers. This is a charming place and an ideal camp site.
The old route to Gomukh is still very beautiful. Adventure-loving young
people should travel to Gomukh by this route. The Cheedvasa forest, the almost
plain and level Bhojvasa forest and its soft grasslands are a marvelous sight. Adding
divinity to this scene are several springs, rivulets and lakes. These two forests
should be declared protected or 'reserved' immediately. In spite of the illegal
felling, many of the 800-1,000 year old trees have survived. There is very easy
descent of a mere 25-30 metres from Bhojvasa to the banks of the Ganga. The
charm lies in setting up camp in old Bhojvasa and taking a trek into the forest.

Sunme c r m u Mukut peak uvth u
~Pecmculargbw
1963)

Old Bhojvasa
Old Bhojvasa has long been famous for meditation. Ascetics and sadhus have
lived here alone to undergo penances. One Baba Raghunath meditated

Normally,the fledglmg Ganga
offers itself to a rock shaped like a
Shivlinga at Gauri Kund. This
Shivlinga immersed in water is
located below an 80 ft watfffall
2 n d is rarely visible. It was possible
B take this pic as the Shivlinga
became visible after a gap of
30 years when the water lwel was
v e y low due to an exceptionally
severe winter.
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Bhagirath pe& with Bhojv(1za
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Whpn the Cangotri umpk reopens after remaining closed during the winter, the idol of Gangaji is ritualistically decorated.

The ommental decorations have since been stokn (pic 1984).
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continuously for 10 years, and died here. He ate little and ~utvivedon potatoes,
herbs and roots. For drinking he used to bod the leaves of the Blmj me in water.
.n.*>:

It is a matter of regret that people no longer perform pilgrimqps on foot. This
has led to the closure of many convenient dharamshalas on all the pilgrimage
routes in Garhwal which were being managed by the Baba Kali Kamliwale Trust
of Swami Vishuddhananda and his followers. No agency can now provide service
on this scale to the poor pilgrims and sadhus. These dharamshalm, worth lakhs
of rupees, have been sold cheap notwithstanding their historic value. The plight
of old dhararnshalas in all pilgrim centres has been the same. In towns like
Haridwar and Rishikesh, these dharamshalas, which were public property, have
been appropriated by individuals. They have converted them into hotels with
modern amenities. They are still called dharamshalas, but their present owners
extort high tariff from pilgrims.
There is hardly any place now left for the poor pilgrims who used to come
with small bundles on their head from various parts of the country. They have
to spend their nights under the open sky, in rain and cold. In Gangotri itself, over
100 pilgrims spend chilly nights huddled together in a verandah measuring
25 ft by 4 ft. And for this .too, they are charged a stiff rent. Sometimes the
belongings of such humble people are stolen, and there have been cases of rape
of poor women. Even at the rime of worship and b a t h , the pilgrims' money
and belongings have been stolen. The police and the panda-pujaris of the temple
do not provide any help to victims. The result is that such pilgrims find themselves
without a single paisa to return home. There is corruption in all public

Too young to bear this burden.
Flowers and lush vegetation in
Ptuhpavaur beyond old Bhojvaca.
MAJuncmtmUed grazing har denuded

Llnndrcujx.

construction activities. Unless Hindu society comes forward to reform the
management of its temples, the situation is likely to worsen.

Bhrigu Mountain

Mother and child from Garhwal.

Cloud bedecked Bhrigu peak,
Bhrigu gkzcier and Bhrip valky.

The difficult route to the almost inaccessible Bhrigu mountain lies by the Bhrigu
river. After a climb of a few kilometres, one reaches the Bhrigu valley. A little
above, one can reach the Thelu forest which is almost a plain. Shepherds used
to reach this height with their flocks, but now they have stopped going there.
Flora and fauna are found in abundance in Bhrigu valley and Thelu forest. Apart
from flowers, roots and herbs, many kinds of birds are also seen here. Among the
birds here are the yellow-beaked and pink-footed Chang-chu which keep
hovering in the sky in search for food. Among the animals there are snow deer,
tigers, brown bears and the catlike fur-bearing tutrail. Its colouring ranges between
light brown to black. The astonishing thing about this small animal is that it can
kill even a deer. It attacks the feet of sleeping deer, snapping the veins with its
sharp teeth. It prefers to eat the eyes and the heart of its prey. Tutrails live in
packs and they hunt together. They also hunt the tailless rainda, which local
people call a mouse but actually belongs to the rabbit family. Rainda is vegetarian
and is found upto heights of 20,000 ft and sometimes ventures into the camps
of mountaineers.
To reach Bhrigu valley one should ford the river in the morning. After sunrise
and the rise in day temperature, the flow of the river takes the form of a flood.
Some people have lost their lives in trying to cross the river during daytime. If
it is necessary to cross the river in the day, then one must climb up two to three
kilometres to the Bhrigu glacier and then cross it at a safe place.

A study in ccn~tras,. ,te white purity of the moon

Following the south bank trail further up after Bhojvasa, there is
a place called Pushpavasa (abode of flowers) - so named by Swami
Tapovanam Maharaj because of a large variety of flowers which grow
here during the summer. The view of the mountain ranges, peaks
and the Ganga valley below from here is breathtaking. This place
is at 13,000 ft and after 2 p.m., the temperature plummets making
it exceedingly cold. People often complain here of breathlessness,
headache, vomiting and blood pressure. During a tour in 1962, one
tourist even fainted. He was revived by igniting a fire and giving him
a hot drink made from roots and herbs. One should not neglect any
physical complaint or weakness here. Immediate rest and treatment
is advised otherwise one's life can be in danger.
Above Pushpavasa and right upto Gomukh there are big and
small stones and massive rocks through which one has to find a way
carefully. Moving beyond these rocks one comes across two or three
waterfalls. Then comes Gomukh, a sight to lift up the most weary
spirit, the most tired traveller. The scenic beauty of Gomukh is a
marvel and the first sight renders one speechless with wonder.
Gomukh literally means cow's mouth - it once resembled a cow's
mouth, but nowadays its face is constantly changing.
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offsers tlw flaming clouds and the dark blue ualky
belmu mount Mutri.
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Gornukh and
Beyond
G

omukh is now the lower tip of Gangotri glacier.
Massive sections of hardened ice and centuries old
rocks riding on the glacier keep falling here from time
to time. Gomukh is the mouth of a tunnel at the bottom
of the glacier from where the Ganga makes its first
appearance. The source of the Ganga is unique and a
rare creation of Nature. It is truly said that only the
blessed get an opportunity to visit this place and take
a holy dip.
The flow of the Ganga becomes rapid and has a large
volume of water immediately after it appears from the
glacier. Even at the source the span of the Ganga is 50
to 100 feet. The volume of water is larger in summers
due to rapid melting of snow in the glaciers. It is not
possible to ford the Ganga here. O n both banks, large
sections of ice float continually. A bath can be taken
only when the sun is shining. Generally, the weather at
Gomukh worsens in the afternoon and it becomes
unbearably cold. Pilgrims must be prepared for all
eventualities, including hailstorms. Above Gomukh, the
subterranean Ganga is called Salila. There are large
holes on the glacier which appear like huge wells. It is
dangerous to go near these wells because sections of ice
and rocks keep falling down in them. While crossing this
glacier, a frightening sound of water below is heard. The
Ganga valley is unexpectedly broad at Gomukh.
The water at Gomukh is muddy. There are minute
particles in it which settle down if you keep the water
still in a container for some time. The water then
becomes crystal clear. The taste of Ganga water is
different from that of any other river water. The
temperature of the Ganga water remains close to
freezing point due to ice blocks falling in it constantly.
One dip in the water and hands and feet become numb.
That is why it IS recommended to remain in the sun and
massage the body with Ganga water as if one is using oil.
This bath is rejuvenating and removes all fatigue. Till a few
years ago there was a large reservoir alongside Gomukh.
Its water used to be warmed by the rays of the sun and it
was very pleasant to have a bath in it. Different people
experience different reactions at Gomukh. Some are so
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Gornukh, WIIL'IP the miglq Gnt~gaemerges
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enthralled, they do not want to returh' to their homes. Some get frightened. The
devout report feeling a spiritual peace descending on them.

The Value of Guides
Travelling above Gomukh, or even trekking to Gomukh, can be very dangerous.
One must take along an experienced guide. In the region from Cheedvasa to
Gomukh and above from Gomukh to Tapovan, Sundarvan, Raktavarna valley
and Bhrigu valley, the sun and its heat remain as long as the sun is shining. But
in the afternoon the weather generally deteriorates. Thick clouds form and engulf
the sun. Strong winds start blowing and the temperature drops by several degrees
within a few minutes. Suddenly it becomes biting cold. If one is not properly clad,
hands, feet, nose and ears all become numb. At such times it becomes difficult
even to return to a safe place. It is seldom that any help is available.
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Exquisite colours, eyecatching destgns whether they are Himalayan moths or
&elflies1 tlw effect abays a visual
feast.

Gomukh, the mouth of Gangotn
glacier. As the ice melts or cntmbles,
the
b d e n of debt7.s falls at the
bottom.

The Solitude of Gangotri
Those returning from Gomukh used to describe it as a real heaven and would
refer to it as the residence of Lord Shiva and Mother Ganga. But Gangotri and
not Gomukh is the right place for meditation in the higher regions of the Garhwal
Himalaya. It was not an accident that the ascetics and mahatmas of yore chose
this place. The reference to its grandeur and holiness in the ancient Puranas is
very apt. Its geographical position is such that in spite of being on the banks of
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Many seeKers neaa

the Ganga, it enjoys some sunshine even in winters. The northern bank
for the higher
in
of spiritlutl bliss.
near the temple gets the winter sun for two hours while the southern
bank gets it for only one and a half hours. If the sky is clear, then the An assembly of assorted snow forms. Who knows
sun provides ample heat because of the clear atmosphere. A bath is what secrets they are exchanging wrth each other
easier at this time. About two kilometres below Gangotri, at the about earthly mortals ...
Pakauri Nala and Nainchi Paat, sunshine is available for six hours.
That is why Gangotri residents go there to bask in the sun.
In 1948, when I first went to live in Gangotri, the number of
permanent residents was barely five or six. There was no sadhu residing
above Gangotri. Very few tourists and pilgrims went beyond Gangotri.
Mountaineering was not popular. There were no means to avoid the
dangers of traversing glaciers. No coolies were available to carry one's
luggage. The dharamshala at Cheedvasa on the old route gave shelter
to the few daring sadhus who had reached so far, as no one else could
survive on meagre rations combined with other rigours. Sadhus are used
to spending nights sitting close a small fire, called dhuni, and do not
need many clothes or covering to ward off cold. The sadhus and ascetics
travelled in groups of four or five after having obtained dry rations mainly rice, wheat flour and lentils to last for a few days from the
dharamshalas. Some sadhus did leave alone but they never returned.
I, too, travelled many times to Gomukh in those days. At times
I wanted to merge myself in that place and give up my body. The tales

of my Guru Tapovanam
Maharaj's travels inspired
me to go above Gomukh
and to even higher places.
In the absence of any proper
routes or tracks, it was
normal to lose your way in
those days. There were
stones kept on rocks by
travellers as track markers.
It was only after 1962 that
one or two travellers could
be seen going above
Gomukh. Now the state
government has built a
pedestrian track almost
upto Gomukh which is
three to six feet broad. At
places it is barely two feet
broad. Wooden bridges
have been built on the rivulets on the way. In rocky areas, path indicators are
marked out with lime. Thus pedestrian travel has now become easier, but the
ascent is still difticult and tiring.
Before the road was built, there were many difficulties in travel, but the charm
of the Himalayan places and their natural beauty and bounty had not been
destroyed. In the olden days essential commodities like rice, wheat flour, salt and
oil etc. were brought up laden on the back of Himalayan goats and sheep. These
sheep and goats were called khudus and they would come grazing on the way.
In those days cooked food
- rice, roti and dal - was
made available to sadhus
and sanyasis by the Kali
Karnliwale Trust and the
Punjab Sindh Anna
Kshetra, once a day. There
was no food available in
the evenings. Woollen
blankets were rare. Nights
were spent on a bed of Bhoj
leaves with a small fire or
dhuni burning alongside.
Light was obtained by
burning roots of Cheed
trees. Called dalli, these
roots burnt like candles but
also produced smoke which
turned the body black. It
was in the light of the dalli
torch that religious books
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A variety of rock formations Iwk
suweaktic while a the trek
to Gomukh.

A dangerous stretch on the way to
Gomukh.
Boph have been
nurhed hev due to frequent,
unpredictable landslides.

A snow bridge farmed in winler over
the Ganga at Devdang, 5 km above
Gangotri.

A modem painting !
Dry Moss on Rock, K i d Glacier
fit I7,OOO-20,000 ft).

were read in the caves and cottages. Dalli was kept as an essential item during
travels. There were no special shoes, and stiff wooden sandals were of no use in
the mountains. Old hessian pieces were tied on the feet to travel on snow and
rocks.

Devotion and Realization
If one chooses to court difficulties with a detached mind, then one doesn't fed
the pain. To remain silent for long periods of time in solitude is one of the most
Mtcult practices. The mind is resdess hy nature. Not every one is capable of
controlling it and spending time content with a few belongings and little food,
Cold, solitude and meagre food can break the resolve of even the most adept
sadhus. Only renunciants and advanced practitioners can maintain spiritual
discipline which alone can lead to realization. One can leave oneself in the hands
of God only through detachment and experience the bliss of God.xedization.
They eat for months pieces of aId rotis soaked in water. They enjoy this saltless
meal as if it were a delicacy. The joy of such a discipline is beyond the imagination
of those who cannot go beyond enjoying sensual pleasures. Some people get
attracted by the seemingly carefree life of sadhus but loneliness frightens them.
Their mind keeps imagining the comforts of home and tasty food. They start
wailing on remembering their family and close ones. They are unable to take
interest in anything, including the food available. Their body goes out of control.
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From one end of India to the
other ... Travelling throughout on
bat, ffinwarias carry water from
Gomukh, to pour over the
Shivalinga at Rameshwaram. With
unwavering faith they overcome
the travails of the journey, and do
not put their water carrier on the
ground at night; instead they
reverentially keep it on a stand.
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On the eastern side, above Gomukh are the mountains of Cheedvasa, Sudarshan,
Matri, Koteshwar, Shwetvarna, Shri Kailash, Mana-1, Mana-2 peaks, Chaturnngi
range, Nandanvan and Bhagirath mountain. Going by the old route, one sees
Vasishtha, Bhrigu, Meru, Shivlinga and Kharchkund peaks. At a height of
14,500 ft and below the Shivlinga peak is a plain called Tapovan named after
the author's Guru Tapovanam Maharaj. This is a vast area stretching from Meru
glacier to Kirti glacier. The Meru peak is to the northeast of Shivlinga peak, as
are the peaks of Bharat-kunna, Kirti-stambha, Kedar and Kedar Doom. In the
lap of these peaks is the plain of Sundarvan named after the author by his Guru.
Surrounded by snow clad mountain peaks, Sundarvan is a beautiful grcen
expanse. This is a good place for meditation. There was a lake here, which has
now dried up. Snow bears whose diet consists of grass and roots are found in
this area. Snowslides or avalanches keep taking place on the surrounding peaks
as part of a natural process. At regular intervals, sounds like cannon-fire break
the deep silence here. The snowslides at night are very frightening. Along with
blocks of ice, large rocks also tumble down. When the falling rocks crash into
each other, they produce sparks in the night along with a shattering sound. A
momentary flash of light is visible. Stars seem to be falling on earth and the mountail1
peaks seem to be producing sparklers. At times the peaks disappear behind clouds
of snow. The echo of explosions keeps reverberating for a long time. The trembling
of the ground gives the impression of an earthquake. If the camp is at a safe place,

Once, Chaturangi glacier had close to a hundred lakes; many still survive and retain their original beauty (ht 18,000 ft).
It is

believed that Chaturangi glacier derives its name from the four constituent glaciers - Sita, Suralaya, Satopanth and Chandra.

m
'Aum fonned m the clouds jor a jketmng moment over a glacral lake In the Chaturaqg range.

FACINGPAGE: Ice furrows mu& from the melting of
Chaturungi glacier can become a graveyard for unfortunate mountaineers.
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occurrences. That is why hiring an
experienced and trustworthy guide is a
must in these areas. One should be
prepared for sudden deterioration of
weather. In the summers sometimes
sudden storms occur which are also
accompanied by heavy hail.
The author stayed for several days in
Sundarvan alone. Between 1952 and
1955 he lived there with his Guru
Tapovanam Maharaj. Guruji used to
live and meditate in a small old tent.
The author used to take shelter in a
nearby cave, Fire was lit with dalli roots
to make tea etc. The bed was made of
grass and Bhoj leaves with a blanket
serving as a covering at night. Wood for
burning had to be brought on the back.
It was mixed with grass and moss to
produce a dhuni. When thirsty, we used
to drink a concoction of black pepper
and dry ginger. Small quantities of food
had to be prepared twice a day. Gurudev
used to leave for his trek every morning
and return by evening when he would
sit in the tent and write. He generally
remained silent and preferred to *
communicate through signs. For hours
he would sit outside the tent looking at
the valley or the peaks. The modem
disease of getting bored was not prevalent then. He never did anything in a hurry.
Whenever he spoke, he did so in short maxims. He remained in meditation even
while awake. The sojourn of ours in Sundarvan often lasted almost a month in
the summers. Occasionally the author used to go down to Gangotri to bring
rations. Gurudev enjoyed meditating in solitude. Once he expressed the desire
to give up his body at a place where it should become a rock on which deer could
stand and scratch themselves.
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Tapovan Plain
The easier way to Tapovan plains is through the new footpath or via a trail along
the south bank of the Ganga. There is an ascent of over one kilometre and one
has to climb the Gangotri glacier from the left of Gomukh. Tapovan is on the
other side of the glacier, and one has to traverse the 3.4 km broad glacier. Across
the glacier, there is an almost perpendicular ascent of 2,000 fr. Crossing the
glacier is a difficult venture, underlining the importance of taking a guide.
Generally people lose their way on the glacier itself and are unable to get back on the
right track till the evening. Giant rocks, some of them broken, sand and stones lie

The author's Guru,
Swami Tapovanam Maharaj a day before his maha-niwana.
An uplifting yet indescribable
illumination and fragrance fikd the
entire kun' at the time he brurhed
his last. (Pic above based on a blackand-white photo shot with an Agfa
Clack,January 15, 1957).

One sadhu is running a sort of commercial
hotel which can accommodate over 400
people. He is responsible for spoiling the
environment of Tapovan. Once Tapovan
was a green area with lots of shrubs and
herbs. But now it is beginning to become
barren. There was also a lake here which
has now dried up.
Climbing from Gomulch along the left=
bank of the Ganga and the Gangotri
glacier, one comes across the Raktavama
(red co1ou;red) river. It takes its name fmm
the red soil in its waters a d the red stones
it cames. The valley of the Raktavarna
river becomes green in s u m e l This vdley
boasts of a bird, mtmal, which is men more
beautiful than a p e w k a d has now
become rare. It has a shining plume m its
head and is speckled blue in cobus Its
feathers have pink dats. Deer are also
h n d ! here. h e wed ttoi be 3 ?g lake in
the vaIlq, w1Yih ha% mow dried up. The
dead [ a h " area k still r e q p b M e . Dee
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Sudn~shanand Uatn peaks seem ta
perform a somersault in the lab ar
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n~ontimdthe capp s m gJ
~
els~whefe.With no orher shelter
spend rbe night, the aurhot la$
down in the alcove h a yogic
posture to ward off cold, and pulled
over himself the dry grass lying
about.
It
was
extremely
uncomfortable but his life was saved,
In the mountains one should begin
one's journey before daybreak,
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particularly when climbing glaciers.
Safety lies in reaching your
destination by afternoon and setting
up camp at some safe site.

Guiding Mountain---'%
ULA

w l w u r r u G r r L , ~ L S author had
taken a group of students from
Rc~orkeeEngineering College for an
expedition to the Koteshwar peak
-' ove the Raktavarna valley. He
--d climbed this peak in 1976 along
with trainees from the Nehru
Mountaineering Institute. Some of
the college students turned out to
be indisciplined and weak-hearted.
They started wailing during the
climb and insisted on returning.
These few students put the entire
team at peril. Ultimately, they were
tied together with a rope and their
will power was boosted to bring
them down safelv. Untrained youth
should not be taken on hlgher
mountains and the selection of the
team should be done judiciously.
The author used to teach yoga to
students of Pilani Public School and
expeditions. In 1964 he led a team
y. In those days, there was no road
had to be traversed on foot via the
pedestrian mall. The base camp was set up at Gomukh. Of the 14 young men,
seven developed fright while covering Gangotri glacier. They were turned back,
and the author took the remaining students to the mouth of Meru glacler. There
the altimetre showed the height to be 18,000 ft. O n the way back there was an
accident. One student nearly drowned when trying to walk on the thin ice of
a frozen lake. The ice cracked under his weight. Somehow he was saved. His wet
clothes were removed and he was given some of the author's clothes to wear.
That day, on the way back we could not cross the Gangotri glacler. Since ~t is

and five coolies accompanied him. During
the climb, the author fell into a crevasse
at the Kalindi Pass and got trapped inside.
Only his head remained outside. After a
struggle of one and a half hours he was
pulled out with the help of a rope. The
companion took photographs of the
author's encounter with Death, but never
sent prints to him in spite of his promise.
After this the author himself bought a box
camera and started taking photographs.
He travelled several times on this Dev
Marg. In 1956, he guided 14 sadhus and
some householders from Gangotri to
Badrinath via the Kalindi Pass, and
brought them back by the same route.
Before that no one had ventured to return
by this route because of the hazardous
nature of this track. When our team
returned to Gangotri we were welcomed
by the Gangotri people with the beating
of drums and music. After that the author
made ten more trips on this route.
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Receding of Gomukh
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Several glaciers descending from the
adjoining peaks come together to join the
Gangotri glacier. All these glaciers
contribute their water to the flow of the
Ganga. Today, all glaciers in the Himalaya,
including Gomukh, are receding and
melting fast. Among the peaks from
where the glaciers and rivers descend to
form the Ganga are Sudarshan, Matri,
Cheedvasa, Koteshwar, Shvetvarna, Shri
Kailash, Dev Dang, Mana, Parvati, Neelambar, Raktavarna, Chaturangi, Kalindi,
Chandra Parvat, Sita Parvat, Suralaya, Satopanth, Sundar, Vasuki, Bhagirath,
Bhagirath Kharak, Swachhand, Mandani, Maindi, Chaukhamba, Sumeru,
Gahan, Mahalaya, Kharchkund, Kedar Doom, Kedar, Kirti, Bharat-kunna,
Shivlinga, Vasishtha, Manda, Bhrigu, Bhrigupanth, Thalaisagar, Jogin, Patangani
Dhar, Gangotri-1, 2, 3, Rudra Himalaya, Mainaki, Shrikhand, Mala, Awana etc.
The glaciers on the opposite side of these peaks descend to form rivers like
Alaknanda, Mandakini, Bhilangana and Pilku. However the valleys of these
rivers are different from each other and so is the way to reach them. The flow
of Ganga water has been referred to as a manifestation of God's will in the holy
books. That is why the Ganga is worshipped all the way from its source at Gomukh
to Gangasagar where it merges into the sea. Geologists and mountaineers the
world over consider the Gangotri glacier area unique partly because of the unusual
concentration of high peaks found here.
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The 'well o j death' into which the
author fell whik &,ceding from
bl,,,di pass. H~ was pulkd out ,"ith
the help of a rope, after a stncggk of
nearly two Iwurs. His clothes were
and his body was bkeding' He
did twt forget to click the 'well of
death' on his next trip to the same
place. The ordeal freed him from 'fear
of death'.

FACINGPALE:
Deceptive beauty: one false sup, and
you are trapped. Giant crevasses below
the Kalindi ~ ~ e a k .
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FACWO
PAGE:

TOP:3hd Eiihh peak (left) c-d
fm rhe fist time
in IQg9 - as viewed fm
bre~hwarpeak.

BOTKM: 4new day begins at
Chantlra mountain.

1
l'ilsukr, BI~u~i-uth
I und Ill peaks

Gangotri gkzcier is receding
every year, and so is Gomukh.
On the left of the Gm~gotri
glacier is the Tapovan ridge
(pic 1962).

An icy wonder:
Do 'u' see?
How can such a slender ice column
support such a massive rock !

FACING
PACE:
TOP:Mountain ranges seen from
the Surahya valley. Three glaciers,
Chandra, Surafaya and Satopanth
merge here. In the foreground are
rock tables balanced over ice
pedestals.

Borro~:Dangerous snow tunnels
in Suralaya glacier. Even the most
wen-equipped mountaineers find
rhem daunting. The ice blades are
so sharp they can cause grievous
injury.

Suralaya peak wearing an
enigmatic face mask.

bu& the naked eye.
Ie the foreground are
SeTm - pinnacles or
ridges of ice on the
surface of a glacier
where crevasses
intersect.

FACINGPAGE:
A mountain
heading
heaven w a d
from iu home m the
Chaturangi h i e %
It bears a striking
resemblance to
mount Everest, but
has still not been
christened.

A .ri,bg pawramic vista of H i d a y u n ranges at sunrise photographed from the top of khli RacEcy
d W ~Parbat.At right in the foreground is the ascent to Kulindi Ice peak (prc 1963).

peak

Oit 21,000 ft) fwm Cheedvasa on the Gangotri-Gomukh road.
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i k dtey a d wnrer 1251 kilonretrc

Proceed with care: cduds
sounding an ominous warning to
mountaineers just before a pass
adjoining Kalindi mountain
(22,000 ft). Within minutes
of the sun disappearing, the
temperature plummets by
10-12" C. Safety lies in setting
up a camp quickly (pic 1981).

Snow, snow and snow...
I
sur~oundingKalindi pass.
-
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N m SPREAD: '

Sun rays waking up
the sleeping KaIindi mountain

A virtual death trap garbed in
tempting, virgin white mow on the way to Kalindi Ice peak.
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Cloud$ playing in the lap
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Kund mountam.

FACINC
PAGE: IS thzs how the disappearing vultures of the world
will get fossilized? Bhagirath-1 seen from Gangotri glacier.
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Kedar Valley
and Yonder
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nere fg a place called Bhatwari about 30 kms
above Uttarkashi. Ancient holy books refer to it
as Bhaskar Prayag. On its west side, after a climb of a
few kilometres, there is the bugyal of Dayara. Bugyal
is the local term used for sloping grasslands or meadows
between mountains. A variety of interesting flora and
fauna are found here. There is plenty of snow here in
winters and a proposal to develop it into a skiing resort
is under consideration. One gets a view of the vasmess
of the Himalaya from the ridge of this bugyal.
Travelling from Ganga valley to Kedar valley,
one has to go through a place called Malla, beyond
Bhatwari. There is a foot bridge over the Ganga here.
After crossing this bridge one reaches the Pilku river.
Across the Pilku lies a thick forest. The old pilgrimage
route NnS through this forest. Pilgrims, of course, no
longer take this route and only the local people use it.
This is a beautiful track and in olden times, the Tehri
State maintained shelters for pilgrims here. To be of
assistance to each other, the pilgrims travelled in small
groups from Rishikesh. They used to carry with them
medicines, necessary clothes and eatables in bundles
kept on their heads. The rich among them hired
coolies to carry their luggage. In spite of the difficult
terrain, nobody fell sick as there were adequate halting
places and shelters on the way. There were no mishaps
either. The pilgrims moved along singing bhjans in
praise of Lord Shiva. At halting places they cooked
their food. They took care of the needs of the
accompanying sadhus as well. These days pilgrims eat
all kinds of unhygienic food at d& (waysideeateries)
and often fall sick.
However, this route to Badrinath is not suitable
during the rainy season. Leeches on trees in the forest
fall on unwary men and animals and begin sucking
their blood. They fall off only after fattening on their
victim's blood, and one usually remains unaware that
a leech is gorging on one's blood. If one is forced to
travel on this route in the rainy season one must carry
a rain coat and boiled drinking water. The track,
F@Q&& &e climb, becomes slippery and unsafe.
.
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Kedar Dome - 'I am the Lord of all I survey.'

Shrikanth peak wit11 tlu! K l ~ a t lghcier
~ t ~ ~ m tile foreground.
The Klurtfo~grange

-

tlte source of Bh~hnganuriver. Once upon a tlme there were more than a

100 ullunng hkes h d u n in the folh of char golden mountums. Sadly, many of them have dried up compktefy.

The tumultuous confluence of
Ahkiwnda a71d Mandakini at
Rudraprayag. The Alaknanda is
muddy white and fast, Mandakini
is dnrk green and slow.

which triggers landslides. Cattle grazing must be banned forthwith in the bugyals
of the Himalaya. The grazing ofsheep and horses can be tolerated only to a certain
extent.

The Ascent to Kedarnath
The 14.krn climb from Gauri Kund to Kedarnath is very tough. Only healthy

-

young men and women should undertake the journey on foot. It is not possible
for old and weak people to complete the journey by evening. They have to either
stop on the way or reach Kedarnath Dham after dark. There is a track for horses
and mules alongside the foot track. Horses, mules, kandis and da&
are available+at Gauri Kund. At every two kilometres, there are halting places. To cater to the
large number of pilgrims who now make this pilgrimage, tea shops and dhabas have =----=mushroomed all along the way. At every corner one finds beggars in the garb of=sadhus. Antisocial elements also take this opportunity to harass pilgrims. The r e
pandas and pujaris of Kedarnath mislead the pilgrims. They do not gutde them
to dharamshalas, but put them up in cold, open verandahs of their h o u s e K a n Z ~
charge exorbitant rates just for that bit of shelter. There should-be selflessorganizations at pilgrimage centres to guide and help the visitors; otherwise th_e 2
- reputation of all these centres is bound to suffer.
Mandakini river, also known as the Mandakini Ganga, flows by the s~deof the trail from Gauri Kund to Kedarnath. The valley of the river is very narrclw
-.
. throughout. It broadens out only when nearing Kedarnath Dham. The_K e d a r _ l ~ ' s t h ~ temple, dharamshalas and rest houses are all across the Mandakini and for crs>~ng-over, a bridge has been built at Kedarnath township. The horses and-mules d o _ =
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Aeiial view of Kedurnarh pilgmnage
centre on the bank of Mandakini.
Photo vrken while ascending to
Sumurn, so named because this
P h of M a b t m Gandhi's
ashes were immersed (pic 1990).
Q

cross the bridge. The administration has set up tin shades for stabling the
Travelling on foot to Kedarnath w ~ t hits striking natural beauty used to
be an uplifting experience. But now with the unchecked opening of dhabas <lnd
the menace of beggars it has lost some of its charm.

Kedarnath Temple
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o Adr hhankaracharya behind the Kedurnath temple. Accordtng to belref, the 5hankaracha~a

hed from here wtthoul

F A ~PAGE:
G
A
at 18,000 ft. In 1979 this lake
was owr one km long, but has now
shrunk considembly. In the backpwtd
is Shivalinga mountain fmm an
unamvnon angle showing both its
beaks.

is Brahma Gufa. Snow-covered peaks are visible in the north. It is said that 1,254
years ago, Adi Shankaracharya gave up his body in the Gufa after havinr
;riumphantly spread Vedic religion throughout the land of Bharat (1ndia;
subcontinent). There is a memorial to Shankaracharya behind the temple. 01
the way back from Brahma Gufa, there is the place of Kaal Bhairav, the guardiar
of Kedar valley where he is worshipped. Below Kaal Bhairav, in the Ishan, then
is a temple and also a stream.
It is possible to reach Gangotri glacier from Chauravari glacier but only at grea
risk to one's life. The route through peaks and valleys is very dangerous. P
Japanese mountaineering team made an attempt on the Bharat-kunna and Kirti
stambha peaks. O n their way back one of the team members lost his way anc
was left behind. He lost his sense of direction but somehow survived and reachec
Chauravari. The rest of the team members gave him up for dead and returnec
to Gangotri. When that exhausted Japanese mountaineer turned up at Kedarnatl:
temple, everyone was taken by surprise. In a sense, he should be considered tht
first person to have done the Gangotri-Kedamath trip.

Kali Math

Nandi, Lord Shivalsmythical
bull, carved out of a rock at rhe

Nowadays, pilgrims travelling by bus complete their trip of the four pilgrimagt
centres in a hurry. They are thus deprived of the sight of several other beautifu
pilgrimage sites. They are unable to fully understand the religious and historica
significance of the old pilgrimage centres of the Himalaya, such as the holy plaa
of Kali Math. The foot path to it lies along the left bank of the Mandakini river

SML .... .
:flower: its seeds and
roots have medicinal value.

Red flowers set the forest it1 Bhrigu
valkv a b h e in Sebtcmber und October.

Kali Math is situated in very pleasant surroundings. Sadhus and ascetics rest here.
The very old idols at Kali Math include a damaged statue of Shiva in his Taandav
dance pose. After Kali Math, the path leads to the famous bugyal of Machya
Maheshwar. The environment here is still unspoiled, partly because few people
visit this place due to a very difficult ascent. There is a Shiva temple here whose
priest is a Lingayat Brahmin from Kamataka and has an assistant. It is such a
beautiful place that one doesn't feel like leaving it. A thick forest lies below the
temple. There are plenty of flowers and medicinal plants. Birds too are seen in
large numbers.
After Madhya Maheshwar, there is an easy descent for over 10 kms. The
journey is enjoyable with peaks all around. After the descent one reaches a famous
place called Ukhi Math. When the Kedamath temple is closed in winters, its
priests descend to this place and continue the worship of Shiva. At a little distance
from Ukhi Math is the famous temple of Tunganath which is said to have been
established by Adi Shankaracharya. It is considered the highest temple in the
Himalaya. From Tunganath it is easy to visit another nearby place called Chandra
Shila. It takes a climb of two kilometres to reach this place which is at a height
of 14,000 ft. A magnificent view of the vasmess of the Himalaya can be had here.

I

Bridges and pathways acToss Kcdarganga paved with snow at Gangotri.
Van Kakri. In keeping wzrh their blood-red
the fnrirs this plant are said to
Most of the peaks of Gangotri area are also visible. This breathtaking sight
cure blood cancer and other circulatory
is enough to rejuvenate one after the rigours of the steep climb.
disorders.
The road from Chopta at the foot of Tunganath takes one to Gopeshwar.
There is an ancient temple in Gopeshwar in front of which is a giant rrishool
(trident) cast in dshtdhtu, an alloy of eight metals. It is a symbol of Shiva's
shakti. Devotees worship the trident also. An even bigger trident stands in
the courtyard of the ancient Vishwanath temple in Uttarkashi. It has
inscriptions in Brahmi and Pali languages which say that this trident will last
as long as the sun lasts.
Between Gopeshwar and Chandra Shila there is a government institute
dedicated to research on medicinal plants and herbs. T i s o m e years ago, musk
deer and some other animals were also kept in the garden of the institute,
which nurtures many rare flowersof the Himalaya as well. Such commendable
efforts and activities should be replicated and expanded. The institute also
grows a plant, called van-kakri the root of which is useful in treating blood
cancer. This plant has almost disappeared from the forests. It is a unique plant
which flowers and gives fruit in May. A single leaf of this plant is as broad
as an elephant's foot. The van-kakri can also be seen in the Tapovan cottage
at Gangotri. Near Gopeshwar, Chamoli - another hill town - has now
expanded considerably. It is situated in a large open valley on the left bank
of the Alaknanda river. O n the same side of the river near Gopeshwar, is a
very cool and beautiful place called Koteshwar Mahadev.

I-'
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A pilgrim returning fsam Kedamath Dham in a palanquin carried by 4 bearers
Gods come in all fm,shapes and sizes as at
this tembk situated in Chamoli district.

Kartikeya Swami Temple
At a height of about 7,000 ft above Koteshwar Mahadev is the temple of
Kartikeya Swami. According to Hindu scriptures, Kartikeya Swami, also
known as Subrahmanyam Swami, was the commander of rhe army of the
gods. He is greatly revered in south India where there are several artistic
temples dedicated to him. From here one gets a fascinating view of
Himalayan peaks.
Nearby is a place called Helang. There is a rope bridge over the river
Alaknanda after crossing which one reaches the pedestrian track of Kalpa
Kedar. Kalpa Kedar mountains have a unique shape. In between lies an
agricultural area, forests and a grand mountain range. It is frequented more
by foreign tourists than Indians. One reason for this could be that an
intoxicant called sulfa-ganja can easily be obtained here. Some antisocial
elements even prepare charas from hemp plants growing here and indulge
in its smuggling.
A pedestrian track climbs steeply to Rudranath from Kalpa Kedar.
Rudranath is another name of Lord Shiva but there is no Shivlinga here.
Instead there is an idol of Shiva in a terrifying posture. Situated at a height
of 14,000 ft, it is a magnificent place. Another route to Rudranath is via
Anusuya, Gopeshwar and Mandal, but that is a difficult route.
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An ageless body, a timeless mind
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Works of modem art by Ganga ot~the ancient Bhagiratl~imch.
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A veil of ice guards the entrance

to

a mysm'm cave.

m on the Gomukh-Badrinath route. Rocks and boulders keep falling from it day and night.
Even snow is unuble to stick to the sbbes. The near f7ut tob dons the white cab the veur round.

Mount M

traps: One moment there is a gaping crevasse, the next moment it is smo& ice. After a S@ of heavy m,
multitude af crevasses get w e d with saft deceptiw snow. Inside, ice.hard walk are insmrmenes of death
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An ice dance

OT

LOT^ Krishm's Raas Leeh ?

A boat sculpted in ice. Will it feny the soul to heauen?

FACINGPACE: A mountam ice-goat: how long wiU 2
surwve under the pierctng ray, of rhe nm?

" I hou' before Vishnlc, consort o f pddess Lakslani, the Lord and sustainer of this Universe, who reclines pac&Uy
(1 serfjent, is king i f all gods, has eyes like lotus, has perfect limbs and complerion like clouds, removes all worldly
fc.c~rs, and ctlit he uitderstood by ? l o p oillv tltrough deep meditation" (acetpt frmn Visfnu V d ~ m ) .
on
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Pilgrims Final
Destination -

Badrinath Dham
C'

imbing down from Kalpa Kedar and crossing over
to the right bank of the river Alaknanda, one reaches
the road to Badrinath Dham. Northwards on this path,
there is a place called Peepal Koti, and next to it is
Joshimath. There are good arrangements for staying in
Peepal Koti, but few people halt there. Instead, buses
carrying pilgrims usually stop for the night at Joshimath
where there are plenty of dharamshalas and hotels. There
is an ancient temple of Narsingh Bhagwan at Joshimath.
The woodwork of this temple is extraordinary, but more
than that, the significance of this temple lies in the fact
that the idol of Badri Narayana is brought and kept here
after the Badrinath Dham temple is closed for winters. The
ritual worship of the Badri Narayana idol continues at the
temple of Narsingh Bhagwan. This ancient Math (templemonastery) is ullfortunately embroiled in several court
cases over its custody. It is believed that 1250 years ago,
Adi Shankaracharya meditated here in a cave and
experienced divine communion. There is a Shiva temple
near the cave. A n old mulberry tree in the temple is
worshipped and people go round it and seek wishfulfillment.
There is also an Indian army cantonment in Joshimath.
In 1963, the author led and guided an army expedition
through Gangotri, Gomukh, Kalindi Pass, Mana and
Badrinath route. O n the team's return to Joshimath, the
author was welcomed and honoured by the army in the
cantonment. At a distance of 4-5 kilometres from
Joshimath are several hot water springs where local people
go for picnic and bathing.
Above Joshirnath en route to Badrinath Dham is a giant
valley and a sloping plain called Auli. In winters it snows
heavily and Auli remains snowbound. A tourist centre has
been developed here. A ropeway has been installed and
there are also arrangements for skiing. Skiing is not very
popular in India yet, although there are a large number of
snow-covered places in the Himalaya which can be
developed for this purpose. Auli presents a fascinating view
of Kuber-Bhandar and Hathi mountain peaks.
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Niti-Hoti Pass
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A road from Joshirnath winds its way up to the Niti-Hoti Pass on the Indo-Tibetan
border. Through this pass there are two routes to reach Kailash-Mansarovar, but
both are unfortunately closed. Before the India-China war of 1962, there used
to be trade with Tibet through this pass.
Fossils of marine creatures are found on both sides of the mountain at NitiHoti Pass. This is proof that in some bygone age, there was sea in-between the
Indian island and the Tibetan plateau. As mentioned earlier, the collision of these
two landmasses gave birth to the Himalaya and the sea dried up. Indian geologists
are engaged in research on this subject.

Panch Badri

Mount Chandra (ht 22,000fil viewed

fiom Sita glacier (ht 19,000 ft).

A meal they wiU remember fwewer:
pilgrims at Pipahti on the way to

Badrinath.

In the Himalaya, there are five Kedars and five Prayags. Similarly there are five
Badris also - Badrinath Dham, Adi Badri, Dhyan Badri, Vriddha Badri and
Bhavishya Badri. In ancient literature, Badrinath Dham is mentioned as Badri,
Badrivan and Badrikashram. Adi Badri is a magnificent sight. The sculpture of
the temple idols is of a very high quality and the beautiful idol of Narayana is
made from an alloy called ashtadhatu. There are stone statues also of Narayana.
In Vriddha Badri, the idol has been installed in a temple which is part of a house.
On the Joshimath-Badrinath road there is a beautiful place called Bhavishya
Badri. It is possible that ancient rishis thought that if ever the road to Badrinath
got blocked or the shrine got devastated in an avalanche then a new Badrinath
Dham would be constructed at Bhavishya Badri. This place is situated below a
bugyal.

Brrrh-1

an be famd only at
beween 14,600- 18,000fr.

place. The Alaknanda here has to be crossed by a footbridge on the way to the
Hernkund lake and Valley of Flowers. The ascent for both places begins at Govind
Ghat. The narrow, boulder-strewn path lies along the river kkshman Ganga.
Hemkund lake is on Lakshman Gangals right and the famous Valley of lowers
on its left. The 5.km climb to Hemkund is. very. dtfticdt
. -but. now steps have been
made, though climbing on the steps is
equally tiring. On the bank of Hemkund
lake is an ancient temple dedicated to
Lakshman. A gurudwara has been
constructed here and the Sikhs consider it
a sacred pilgrimage centre. The lake's
circumference is 2.5 km. This lake freezes
totally in winter. In summer too Hemkund
is a very cold place.
The Valley of Flowers is about 6 km in
length and 1.5 kms in width. The flowers
in the valley have a very short blooming
period - August-September. More than a
thousand varieties of exotic flowers can be
found here. There is no shelter available
and tourists have to bring their own tents
and also have to seek camping permission.
The valley is at 10,000 to 14,000 ft above
sea level. There are many streams in the
valley. There is the grave of a British lady
who came to collect flowers for the Kew
Gardens, fell from a rock while collecting
them, broke her leg and died before help
could reach her. A botanist, she collected
seeds of over 500 types of flowers and herbs.
The variety of flowers is now slowly
decreasing. There are many animals in this
valley, the prominent ones being deer and
bears. One needs patience to savour the full
joy of being in the valley. On one side of
the Valley of Flowers is Kak Bhushundi
valley, named after a rishi who related the
tale of the Ramayana to a mythological
crow. This valley is very attractive, and
there has been no assault on its natural
environment yet. Relatively few tourists
manage to reach here.
On the motorable road ahead of Govind
Ghat lies Pandukeshwar which is linked
with the Pandavas. Temples of Mahadev
(Shiva) and Vasudev (Krishna) are located
here. Pandukeshwar's importance lies in the
fact that after the closure of the Badrinath

Who docs the mixing and matching of colours for orchids?
Could it be Lord Ganesha?

Nm SPREAD: MMC dlrYn rare decorauve beauty - Atw
bar valuuble medielnnl properties. IU roots are useful in
pneumonia and several other diseases.

temple every winter, the idols of Uddhav and &bet are
brought here. In summers, the idols are taken back to
the Badrinath temple in a procession. Hmuman Chatti
(different from the one at the base of Yamunotri) and
Dev-dekhani are the places ahead. From Dev-dekhan
one begins to glimpse the Badri Vishal temple. In tht
days of pilgrimage by foot, the faithful used to start
raising slogans in praise of Badri KkhI right from here.
Even those returning after the pilgrimage would join
in the singing of Badri VishaI's praises.
In present times, Indians are losing their faith
There are very few sadhus left to explaih to them thc
significance of the Himalayan pilgrimage centres and
temples. While it is not proper to blame anybody for
this, there is no doubt that under the western
influence, Indians are losing touch with their culture
and religion. They don't even have a superficial
knowledge of Indian heritage. Generally, the affluent
people arrive in the Himalaya as if they have come for
a pi!--'-.
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At times rhe same plant wen chantc Aum.
Aum Ganeshaya nmnah!
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Badn'nath temple and New
Alkapuri with their colourful rooftops sem fmm an utucncal a&.
D m t w queue up reuerentidly.
For the majority, the darshan of
W jyoti and Swayambhu
ShoItg7am is fulFlment of a life-

tbne wish.

BELOWRIGHT:
Neeknth peak stands protectiuely
behind Badrinath Dham,
ht 10,500 ft (pic 1990).

BELOWLEF~:
Root of a medicinal plant, Ackh.
Excessive uprooting for commercial
gain has led to its near extinction.

Badrinath Dham
Badrinath is situated at a great height in a large valley. Since the plain is swampy,
there are no forests or trees. Grass grows when the swamp dries up. Till 40 years
ago, the valley of Badrinath Dham was a large, open, almost level tract of land
rich with forests, vegetation and flowers. O n the slopes of the valley, there were
trees, some of them 700 to 800 years old. These included the holy Bhoj trees
whose bark was also used as paper in ancient times for writing manuscripts. The
Bhoj tree had several uses. Apart from giving fuel, its dry leaves are used in winter
for making a warm bed. These leaves block cold. Today, instead of the forest, there
is a clear field. The traffic of buses and cars keeps raising din and dust. There
used to be two lakes here. One of these lakes has been filled up with earth and
the other has shrunk because its water flow has been blocked due to the buildings
that have come up around it. Earlier it was considered irreverent to settle on the
southern bank of the river Alaknanda. The temple, the dharamshalas and ashrams
were all on the northeastern bank where the pilgrims too were accommodated.
Free kitchens for sadhus and ascetics were also on that side.
But now on the southern side too big multi-storey buildings and commercial
dharamshalas have come up which charge upto rupees one thousand per day for
a room. New hotels are being set up which provide modem facilities to the rich
pilgrims. The population of Badrinath Dham has increased so much that it has
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Stone idol of Bhairon, the guardian
deity of this area, on the way to the
ten@&of Kartikeya Swami.
Omate, cohrful and imposing

Badrinath temple has a profound
impact on pi&ms.

become the biggest town of Chamoli district. There are some dharamshalas as
in Kedarnath Dham where a nominal amount is charged from pilgrims. Beds and
quilts ate also available.
In spite of the considerable damage to its natural surroundings, Badrinath
Dham continues to be attractive. The atmosphere is full of piety. There is a
footbridge over the river Alaknanda for going to the Badrinath temple and the
hot spring. Earlier pilgrims used to cross the Alaknanda to first reach the valley
of Uwashi mountain. From there they reached Bamani village to cross the Rishi
Ganga to ultimately enter Badrinath Puri. Across the Rishi Ganga lies Narayana
mountain and in front of it is Nara mountain.
The new approach road to the temple is no longer clean. On both sides of
it have mushroomed dhabas, hotels and shops. Beggars crowd on both sides of
the bridge and create a lot of nuisance with their quarrels for space. Filth has
increased. The whole town gets covered with dust emanating from heavy traffic.
Hundreds of buses, and taxis also create a lot of noise. The soft, soothing 'Shri
Badrinath Vishwambharam aarti' of the temple cannot now be heard outside.
According to mythology, Maharishi Vyas got the Mahabharata written here with
the help of Lord Ganesha. There still exist Ganesha cave and Vyas cave in Mana
village close to Badrinath Dham. The mountain above Mana village is called
Kuber Bhandar. According to the Mahabharata, Arjun took a substantial treasure
from these mountain ranges, and thus acquired the name of Dhananjaya. There
is a large rock here called Bhim Shila which serves as a bridge over the river
Saraswati which flows in a very deep gorge. (This river is different and shouId

Neelkunth peak from Badrinuth Dhum fiztmed by Urwushi mountain on the left and mount Narayarur on the right.

not be mistaken for the legendary Saraswati, which became extinct.) The rock
is also known as Bhim Setu. After crossing t h s rock bridge, one reaches the
Vasudhara waterfall. Beyond, the trail leads to other valleys.
The object of worship in the Badrinath temple is a black stone idol of Lord
Vishnu. Alongside is another statue of Narayana (Vishnu) cast from ashtadham.
It is believed the stone idol was established here by Adi Shankaracharya. Ever
since, followers of different sects come for worship here. The priest here has to
be a Namboodri Brahmin from Kerala. He has to be a Brahmachari and a hermit.
He has been given the title of Raval by the king of Tehri. The local people call
the Raval 'Bulanda Narayana' or the speaking Narayana. The Raval has total
control over the temple and enjoys great respect. Now there is a committee to
assist the Raval.

LRT The idol of Uddhnv in Badrind
temple, Ir is traditioMlby shifted to
Pandufor 6 months, when the
B a d M remple remainr closed due to
mow in extreme urinrer,

The Seat of Shankaracharya

~PIGHX Nard Kund and Koomur mck
in the A k h m d a river in Badrfnath

There is a Shivalaya nearby the hot spring below the Badrinath temple. The
source of the hot spring is said to be underneath the temple. Near this spring is
the residence of Ravalji. The seat of Adi Shankaracharya, known as Bhagvat Pad,
is also here. In front of the hot spring are the Narad rock and the Kurma rock.
Below the Narad rock is the Narad basin of the Alaknanda river, from which

said, Adi Shankaracharya dsalvaged a
natural black stone idol of Mrhnu from
Narad Kund. He established the idol in
the sanctum sanctoncm of Eadrjnctth
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remple, thus setting up the bo&dhmn

Shankarachrya is said to have retrieved the black
stone image of Lord Vihnu - also known as Badri and had it installed in the temple. This place has been
called Badrinath Dham ever since then. Even in
modem times many ascetics made it their seat of
meditation. Among them were the Gudariwale
Mahatma, Swami Shashvatanand and Mauni Baba.
Swami Paramanand, who symbolized the very essence
of penance and asceticism, lived here in a small hut
till the end of lxii Zife. Shashvatanand was a great
devotee. When he related his experiences, &e
listeners could not oontrol their tears. SwamiFamtilcar
invented the Rudrdveena here. For 25 years he
devotedly played the Rudraveena at the time of m p l e
aarri. O k n he would go into a trance playing the
instrument. Astmloget Fandit Chakradhar Joshi and
Shri SatyanatayanaBabulkar were epitomes ofwisdom.
The administrators of the temple were always eager to
provide all comforts to the pilgrims. When the author
reached Badrinath from Gomukh, the temple
administrators and the mahatmas gave him a big
welcome.
~.

Once upan a nme: a palash tree in b h when Badrivan was thickly
forested. Now it is completely denuded (pic 19.58).

ISymbok of status: a young
Garhwal woman wears a

1 60gmnoreling1 a30gm
20 gm &dni a~ made of

An ascetic, recluse and
a great exponent of Vedas:
Swami Shashvatananda
of Badrinath Dham dwalff his
humble abode. He was
the author's gunrbhai.

Confluence of Three Rivers
Crossing the Bhim Setu over the Saraswati river near Mana village, one reaches
the old route for Vasudhara waterfall. The water falls here from a height of about
900 ft. It is a magnificent sight. The ascent upto the fall is gentle but slippery.
m i s is said to be the route that the five Pandavas and Draupadi are supposed
to have taken to relinquish their bodies after the end of the great Mahabharata
war. That is why it is called Swargarohan Marg (road to heaven). They took a
bath, it is said, at Keshav Prayag, which is the confluence of three rivers Vasudhara, Saraswati and Alaknanda. A more beautiful view of this confluence
is obtained from the opposite bank of the Alaknanda. It goes through the valley
behind the Badrinath temple. After an ascent of about one kilometre there is the
confluence of Bhagirath glacier with other glaciers coming down from the
Satopanth peak. The Alaknanda originates from this confluence and this area
is called Alkapuri.
According to mythology, Alkapuri is the playground of Lord Indra, and the
natural beauty of this place is indeed celestial. The Bhoj forest here is unique.
The wind blowing through the Bhoj leaves produces pleasant music. It is
surprising that this forest is situated at 17,000-18,000 ft. Nowhere else can one
find Bhoj trees at such a height. It is a lush green forest abounding in beds of

Will they make it? Mounlainee~son
the l e g d a q path ro heauen, known as
Swargarohan marg on Satoprmth
g~Thisisthe~outethefiue
Pandavas, with wife Draupadi and their
faithful dog, traversed on their final
joumey. Only Yudhishthira the eldest
Pandava and the dog made it to heaven
MY.
Others died on the wav.
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colourful flowers and creepers. In earlier times the Mana villagers used to collect -,::.;,'$
their fuel wood from here. When Mana women used to sing in chorus, it seemed
like divine music. The Badri forest has been destroyed, but this Bhoj forest has f;L<!.
;7.r$
survived mainly because of its high altitude. Guru Tapovanam Maharaj loved this ..,..,:'LC :*
forest. He used to camp here occasionally. He did not consider the Bhoj t m ~.i
as lifeless, but had endearing ways of addressing them in Sanskrit. The mountain , '.,)
on which this forest grows is called Sau-kunni. There are many small and big
. .:;
waterfalls here and small lakes in the valley. Thick soft grass on the banks of these
lakes gives the impression that green carpets have been laid out. In fact the beauty
of Alkapuri is indescribable and has been rendered by the great Sanskrit poet
Kalidas in his famous work Meghdoot. Here Yaksha requested the clouds moving
towards the north to carry the love-message to his beloved at Alkapuri.
Visitors to Alkapuri must carry with them tents, heavy woollens, sleeping bags
and enough food, otherwise they can get into trouble with the weather worsening.
If the Himalaya are beautiful, they are also merciless. Challenging the Himalaya
is inviting death. One can be saved from many hardships if accompanied by an
experienced guide. Only true renunciants can travel alone.
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Lzaeles uitI~inhues. A r c h , a
medicinal />lanr,is also edible and
considered a delicuq.

A w e d bridge of peaks.

Satopanth Glacier - The Road to Heaven
To the south of the Alkapuri area is Satopanth glacier. To its right is the Ransi
Daur cave. This is a unique cave with sand instead of stone at its entrance. Within
the cave too there is sand and fine soil. The cave is large enough to accommodate
30-40 people. Above the cave is Bhagirath mountain. The Par ' .as and

Temptation unlimited - luscious apples in the garden of
Tapovan Kuti at Gangotn, the author's residence.

Sau-Kunni mountain seen from the route to heaven Swargarohan Marg, which finds mention in the epic
Mahabharat.

Draupadi are said to have come here while seeking expiation. This
area is also a part of the Swargarohan Marg.
To the left 06 &g Satopanth peak is the towering Neelkanth peak.
Neelkanth is annther name of Lord Shiva. He got this name when
his neck turned blue after swallowing poison obtained from the epic
churning of the ocean. Indian mountaineers have climbed this peak.
In the valley of Neelkanth is the triangular Satopanth lake, nearly
a kilometre in perimetre. At a height of 15,000-16,000ft, it remains
frozen or covered with snow most of the time. It is considered
auspicious to take a bath in this lake. The author has taken a bath
in the half-frozen lake. He was accompanied by coolies who had
brought with them their family idols. They dipped their idols in the
lake and floated in it horoscopes of their departed relatives. The
villagers believe such action provides salvation to their ancestors.
At one end of Satopanth glacier the Chaukhamba peak seems
to be touching the sky. This peak is also called Swargakhamba,
Kaivalya Dham or Badrinath Chaukhamba. The area above
Satopanth lake is totally snowbound. The rocks of ice are hard. The
climb ahead involves crossing these rocks which are delicately
balanced. When they crack they make a loud noise and can cause
a landslide anytime. After a climb of about four kilometres one
reaches two small lakes called Chandra Kund and Surya Kund.
According to the Mahabharata, Draupadi collapsed and died
after leaving Satopanth lake. None of the Pandava brothers stopped
to help her, and the venerated eldest brother Yudhishthira did not
even look back. Exhausted and trembling with cold, one by one the

hikt since the beginning of t h journey.
Yudhishthim to& a bath in the Swya and
Chaidra Kuds and cl&d
ahead along with
the cbg? The Mahabharaa relates chat he
reached &e g a d~ beam a h g with tfie dog.
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of K w r i Pass. Also see pqges iu and 3.
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B o r n : Bhutkesh: a highly a m t i c
medicid phnt fit 15,000 ft).

bridge is a large green plain enriched by many kinds of plants and herbs. Mana
villagers bring their horses, mules, yaks and sheep to graze here. This is one of
the old routes to Kailash-Mansarovar which is now closed. Thanks to the
arrangements made by the Raval of Badrinath, Guru Tapovanam Maharaj was
able to make his first trip to Kailash-Mansarovar through this route. About 26
kms from the plain where Mana villagers graze their livestock is the India-Tibet
border pass. The ancient name of Tibet, according to Hindu mythology, is
Tripistoop. The old king of Tripistoop, Raja Bhagdatta, is said to have taken part
in the Mahabharata war.
Kailash mountain and the Mansarovar lake have unique, divine beauty. No
mountain or lake in the world can be compared with them. In olden days, Tibetan
Buddhisr monks and devotees lived here but they had all become used to comforts
and luxury. According to the travel account of Guru Tapovanam Maharaj, it was
wrongly held in India that most of them were very enlightened beings with
extraordinary powers. Besides, in those days, Tibet was dominated by bandits who
often looted travellers. However they spared sadhus and ascetics. Once a group
of bandits gave food to Tapovanam Maharaj.

Nandadevi Raj Jat

A kxke in Bedani Bugyal where the
pmtkijmts of Nmdadevi Raj ]at
@fom 'turpron for pit&' (peace to
dM
souls)*ad p Q
to
dwatas and &his.
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The Alaknanda, flowing down in the middle Himalaya from Badrinath, touches
five Prayags on the way. These Prayags are situated at the confluence of the
Alaknanda with five other rivers, and are called Vishnu Prayag, Nanda Prayag,
Karna Prayag, Rudra Prayag and Dev Prayag. There is a way from the south of
Karna Prayag to the Nandadevi sanctuary. O n this road lies a village called Nauti.
It is from this village that the Nandadevi Raj ]at (Nandadevi Royal Farewell
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Festival March) begins. The Nandadevi Raj jat rhat this s d w joined, took place after 19 years, instead of the narmal 12
Some people even made a film of the event - it was so unusml h r
them.
The march takes place with great fanfare. There is a very
interesti~gtradition behind this festival. If a four-homedram is born
to some villager's ewe - and it generally happens after every 12 years
- then it is considered an incarnation of Parvati, the consort of Lotd
Shiva. The ewe is nursed with great care and is worshipped. The
pocession is led by this four-horned ram who is called Chausingha
Khadw in the local language. Women are not permitted to take part
in the Nandadevi Raj ]at. After joining the march in rhe beginning,
thlep turn back at the Bakra Gad village in Bedani bugyal. Those
W ~ handle
Q
the carriages of gods and goddesses climb barefoot all
the way. The great festival of bidding farewell to this 'Parvati in
ram tam' aod escorting it to the abode of Lord Shiva is then held
9i1h great reloicing. Aarti is performed in every village on the way.
Artacic ~umbIEascarried in the procession are made of ringal, a
cat= type 06 plant.
The Nandadewi march is a very tough journey of 10-12 days.
0 3 2 the way camps are set up on the ridges of vilIages, forests,
b a t s and mwnrai;ns for hlundreds of people accompanying the
p c a e s i m . They eat a d deep in these camps. At night the camp
hmb Dike B t m , but with daybreak it is dismantled as the march

Roopkund Lake
Roopkund lake is circular in shape with a depression in the middle. Three sides
of the lake remain covered with snow even in summers and thus make these sides
of the lake inaccessible. Visitors use the side strewn with boulders and rocks to
reach the water. In winter, the lake freezes. Roopkund is known for the human
skeletons, skulls and other bones found in the water. Stories about ghosts have
been prevalent here for a long time. The superstition about ghosts was defied for
the first time by Swami Pranavananda of Kailash-Mansarovar fame who did
research here and opened the way for others to travel to Roopkund. He recovered
skulls, human bones and other articles in use during olden times from the lake.
He transferred these finds to the security of a private museum in Hyderabad. It
has not yet been ascertained whose remains these are and in what age or period
and in what circumstances these human beings came to grief. According to one
belief, these are remains of the troops of Senapati Zorawar Singh.
Beautiful flowers adom the banks of this lake. One of these flowers, Atish,
has medicinal qualities. Climbing on the right flank of the lake, one reaches a
narrow ridge which is known as Zorawar Gully. At the end of this ledge is a sloping
plain. After descending for 4-5 kms, one reaches a vast green open field which
is approximately 25 sq kms in area. The local name of this green is Seela Samudra
(ocean).There are innumerable springs and rivulets here flowing from the glaciers
around. There is a large variety of shrubs and flowers as well. On one side of the
Seela Samudra is the Nandadevi mountain range from whose glaciers the Nandini
river is fed. On the other side are the Kumaon Himalaya. The snow-clad peaks

A mosaic of colarrful terraces.
Farming of ramdana, kuttu and papara,
the staph foodgrains in Garhwol.

pistncb hers
-as d e b t e as the
pistachio taste.

great emotion and faith. The ram is draped in pretty clothes and garlanded, and
make up is applied. People even touch its feet and perambulate round it. Bags
laden on its back are filled with items of Parvati's dowry and food for her. Many
people get highly emotional at this farewell ceremony and cry openly. In fact,
the farewell moves everyone who has joined the Nandadevi Raj Jat.
The chief priest and his associates tie a rope round the ram's neck and t&
it far away from the crowd. This is a heart-rend'hg sight. As they try to leave
the ram behind, it tries to run back towards the crowd and the people with whom
it had been for so many days. It doesn't want to remain alone in the mountains.
Since it is the tradition to leave the ram alone, the priest and others tie him to
a boulder under the shelter of a rock and return. The other participants of the
event also return with a heavy heart. A major portion of the offerings made in
h e name of the ram is given to its owner.
The return journey takes a different route. It wends its way along the banks
of the Nandini river down to a place called Ghat, which was once a chatti on
the way to Badrinath. From here people return to their homes. On this route the
local people grow ramdaana, a popular grain in these Ms. The ramdaana flowers
in the fields make a beautiful sight. However, the villagers here are mainly nonvegetarian. They hunt deer and other animals in
the forests and bugyals. No wonder the number of
deer here has dwindled considerably.

Back to the Plains - Srinagar
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Once the administrative centre of the British,
Srinagar still has a prominent place in Garhwal.
The town has expanded and progressed a great deal
in the last 50 years. It is situated in an open valley
at 6,000 ft. The town suffers from problems related
;
,
P
to quick rise in population, like water shortage.
There are old educational institutions here and the
:.
people are generally educated and prosperous. One :k,..
road kom here leads to Pauri which is a hill-town 5'
of medium size. From Pauri, descending to the
plains, one can reach Lansdowne which is a :.
cantonment. Lansdowne is cool and green. There
is a nursery here for fruit plants.
In the foothills of Lansdowne lie the Jim Corbett
Park and the Rajaji Sanctuary.Tigers and elephants,
among other animals, can be seen in the Corbett t * '
Park, which is better organized than the Rajaji
Sanctuary. The natural balance remains ~rotected
here. However, the neighbouring Rajaji Park is
being destroyed by cowherds who freely bring their
cows and buffaloes for grazing here. Close to
Lansdowne is Kotdwar where there is a thick forest.
Rishi Kanva, it is believed, had his ashram here.
The marriage of legendary king Dushyant and
Shakuntala is said to have taken place in the ashram
of Rishi Kanva.
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suwounded by seven mountain peaks har
bcen a ~ p t d a rSikh pi&rimage for the
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Of he Oudwara can be
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Tourists Delight Kumaon and
Other Regions
K

umaon too is a beautiful part of the Himalaya.
Because of its broad valleys, Kumaon's economy
is largely agricultural. There are farms and orchards
on the mountain slopes. Several places have rich
forests comprising of trees like Pine, Fir, Burans and
many creepers. Apart from Nainital, there are other
lakes in Kumaon, such as Bhim Taal and Naukuchia
Taal.
The tour of the Kumaon region of the Himalaya
begins from the foothills of Nainital, the hill station
that boasts of the famous Naini lake from which it
derives its name. Naini lake is a unique creation of
Nature. The town situated around the lake and on the
slopes of the surrounding mountain has grown very big.
In summers with the arrival of tourists its population
burgeons into lakhs. The sewage of the town falls
mostly into the lake leading to its rapid pollution. Its
water, which was once crystal cleal; now appears muddy
and even gives out a foul smell. Soil erosion has
occurred extensively due to cutting of trees on the
slopes. There is the Cheena mountain top from where
a very pleasing view of the town is available. O n the
lake side is the temple of Nandadevi. There once
existed a tradition of sacrificing a buffalo calf during the
navratras. Animal sacrifice is a heartless act. One fails
to understand, how can any god be pleased from the
slaughter of any creature?
Mukteshwar is a cold place at 6 to 7 thousand feet
but suffers from water shortage. O n two sides it has very
steep valleys and on the other two sides sloping plains.
There are many old temples in Baijnath, another
tourist attraction in Kumaon, which draws a large
number of tourists. Ranikhet and Almora are the chief
towns and administrative centres. Ranikhet is an
elegant place. There is a cantonment here. Gandhiji
had lived in Ranikhet for sometime. There are 8-10 old
temples on the banks of the Chandrabhaga river. The
Parvati idol here is known for its fine sculpture and
beauty. Almora, apart from being an administrative
unit, is also a centre for education.
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swept away. There is no habitation beyond Khati village. There are only two dak
bungalows in Dwali and Purkiya where one can take shelter in an emergemy.
Purkiya lies in a beautiful forest of shrubs and Burans trees.

Pindari Glacier
Pindari glacier is situated in a vast valley. On both its banks are large plains of
grass which are used as grazing grounds by the neighbouring villagers. The base
camp for the expedition to Baljori peak is set up at this very ground on the edge
of the glacier. The plain on the right is called Sadhu Gufa. It takes three days'
hard climb to reach Baljori peak (21,000 ft). From here the Panwali Dwar and
Sundar Doonga peaks look so close that one is tempted to reach out to them.
The assessment of distance on such heights in Himahya is extremely misleading.
On this climb one encounters snow crevasses which are so deep, they seem to
reach down to Patal Lok. These crevasses are a big danger to the mountaineers.
To avoid them one has to take long detours. On the left there is a rocky slope
up to the Pindar river the very sight of which is scary. Walking on the ridge in
between is like walking on a razor's edge. If by ill luck the weather worsens, it
becomes pitch dark and the snow clouds make a rustling sound. It is normal to
have snowfall of upto two feet close to the peak. The temperature plummets after
a snowstorm. Beard and moustache become white with snow.
However if the weather is clear, one can see clearly the green Kumaon valley
for about 100 kms. In the north innumerable peaks appear like pearls in a
necklace. The descent from Baljori is equally dangerous. Landslides are common

A lucb encounter. Cobra are very
athi& altitudes. Thsi one
spotred in Bukki.

Man's ingenuity pitted against the
mounrain's raw challenge. ~~~s can
hinge On the snength of a
feather-weight ladder.

between Sadhu Gufa and Zero Point. A hail of
stones and pebbles keeps falling down. It is in these
conditions that one has to cross the Pindari glacier
and begin the expedition to the Nandakhat peak.

Nandakhat Peak

Intertwined destinies.
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The rntimUl flag and picture ofgoddess
Durga planted on the peak marks the
successful culmination of the
Nathkhat expedition in 1971. In tlu
background is Chang-guch pe -'-

One has to pray for life on the extremely difficult
climb to Nandakhat peak. After the base camp,
another three camps have to be set up on the
snowy route. It is difficult to sleep here. The third
camp is set up at a place on a glacier from where
emanate the sound of a river and a waterfall. O n
one of his trips the author had to set up camp here
along with his companions. In spite of the danger
of sudden cracking of ice, there was no alternative
other than this site. The last camp too had to be set up in the valley of the peak,
where ice had to be melted to make tea. No member of the expedition slept at
night as the last lap of the climb for the Nandakhat peak had to begin at 4 a.m.
At such a height it takes one hour to dress up and wear one's shoes because the
limbs get numb. Here, lack of experience may prove deadly. The challenge of
climbing snow-clad mountains has to be met with strong will power. Physical
prowess alone does not count much. One gets breathless cutting ice for steps; the
lips get dry, even speech requires great effort. Vomiting causes weakness, the
muscles slacken, tears stream down from the eyes and they feel hot; hands and
feet get numb and turn blue from the cold. Taking a step seems like picking up
a heaw load. One could be blown awav bv the fierce winds. The "
ereatest fear
one has is lest all of one's strength should fail. In such circun~stanceseven the
3
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physically strong lose heart and can endanger the
success of the entire expedition. A small error on the
part of the mountaineer can claim his Iife.
The task of moving ahead is even more dangerous.

I

thy lap, please protect us."
The structure of Nandakhat peak is unique. In front ,pa-- +$ ;iL
x-U
of the twin peaks of ~ a n d a d e v iEast and-~andadevi
- " / A#
West is a snowy plain in the shape of a large bed. That
-A
.
is why the name Nandakhat (khat means a bed). This
plain is about one kilometre long and half a kiometre
,
J
- -\
broad. There is a sharp
edge
between
the
two
peaks
.
walking on which is like embracing death. O n reaching
Nandakhat peak we placed an offering of five fruits, a
copy of the Gita, ochre clothes, and unfurled the
national flag besides taking photographs of all sides. We k
again prayed to Nandadevi with folded hands to ensure ,'!
our safe return. Night overtook us on descent and we
lost our way, We had to climb down an ice wall with
the help of a rope. Touching the ground never felt a
good.
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Narayana Ashram
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One road from Ranikhet leads to Tawaghat which is ;il
situated on the banks of Kali Nadi. Further ahead is
Narayana Ashram on the new route to Kailash.
Mansarovar. In the olden days, Narayana Ashram used to make arrangements and
provide all help to sadhus and others for their journey to Kailash-Mansarovar.The
ashram is ideally located in a beautiful vegetated area. The administrator of the
ashram, Swami Narayana was a great devotee of Lord Shiva. He gave up his life
while actively engaged in singing praises of the Lord. Now Swami Tadrupananda,
a disciple of Swami Chinmayananda, manages the ashram.

Unlike fresh snow this hardened ice has
become fragile and can numble at any
moment, causing a ma].OT a,,almche.
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Mansarovar
Swami Pranavananda made the trip to Kailash-Mansarovar 32 times. For many
years he lived on the banks of Mansarovar lake even in winters and conducted
research on it. He was the one to discover the grave of General Zorawar Singh
on the banks of the lake. For his work of research, the Jadhavpur University
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jewel. It is believed to be the abode of Lord Shiva. Both the Hindu and Buddhist
traditions do not allow climbing on this mountain out of reverence.
Kailash is a part of the Mandhata-Gurla range of Himalaya in the north-most
region. Further up north is Tibet. In the early days there were rock-shelters of
Buddhist monks on the banks of the Mansarovar lake. Many of these caves have
now been destroyed. Fifty years ago herds of wild horses and deer roamed around
here. There were other animals also, but now there are very few left. There is
the famous Tholinga or Naulinga monastery on the banks of the lake known for
its association with hundreds of idols of Hindu gods and goddesses. There is one
idol which is always curtained off. In ancient times it was believed that anyone
looking at the idol could faint or even die. Even the priest is not allowed to look
at this idol.

No Swans

An ice cream cone for gods to n j o ~ .
Its flat:our: cckstiul.

Mythologically, there is a belief that there is a swan-like bird called Rajhans in
the Mansarovar which eats only pearls. But according to Swami Pranavananda
and Swami Tapovanam Maharaj, the belief is unfounded. No bird of that kind
has been sighted here. If ever thkre was such a special swan, it must have become
extinct in the distant past. Today a catlike creature can be found here whose fur
is very soft and warm and it is therefore hunted for its fur.

Brul~mukunulson target:
author rejecting on the best way of capturing their fragrant magnificence while a the way to Roopkund.

Eastwards in Himalaya
Nepal H~malaya.T h e H ~ m a l a y ~area
l n adjoun~ngKumaon IS part of Nepal It h ~ , + \ t ,
of the world's h ~ g h c s peak,
t
Sagarmatha. It IS referred to as Gauri Shankar p c , ~ k
In the Mahabharata. In T ~ b e this
t
peak 1s called Chomo-lungma, wl-r~chmc,lnt
mother goddess In T ~ b e t a nlanguage. T h e current and popular name of t h ~ sl,c,~k
la Everest and ~t IS 29,028 ft (8,848 m) In h e ~ g h tFor decades, ~r rema~ned,I hln
challenge for anyone to c l l ~ n ht h ~ speak, and the feat was finally accompl~,hccl
by a B r ~ r ~ exped~tlon
sh
o n 29th May, 1953 S ~ n c ethen many mount'llneers, hoth
Inen and women of varlous countries have succc~sfully cl~mbed t h ~ bpeak
C o n q u e r ~ n gMount Everest IS a very hazardou, undertak~ng.Even w ~ r hthe
acqulsltlon of the latest and most s o p h ~ s t ~ c a t eequlplnent
d
for c l ~ m h ~ nevery
g , year
t s mountaineers d y ~ n gw h ~ l ernak~nga n attempt o n the pe,lk.
there are ~ n c ~ d e nof
Therc IS K u m b h ~glac~erbelow Everest w h ~ c h15 now melt~ngvery r.lp~dly.
S a d \ , hundreds of tons of waste and l ~ t t e rIS ly~ngabout on t h ~ sglac~er,thank9
to numerous ~ n t e r n a t ~ o n ea xl p e d ~ t ~ o nApart
s
from Everesr there are many other
h ~ g hI ~ c a kand
s glac~ersw h ~ c hare tlw source of several rlvcrs T h e h ~ g hm o u n t a ~ n s
as well as footh~llsare beaut~ful.These are a great attraction pdrt~cularlyfor the
w c s t ~ ~tourists.
n

Kathmandu
Kathmandu, the capital of Nepal, is situated
in ;I large, sauccr-shaped valley. For the
religiously inclined, its main attraction is the
ancicnt temple of Pashupati Nath, another
nanlc of Lord Shiva. Kathmandu is a major
pilgl-image centre for Hindus because of this
tcml>le. T h e King of Nepal, moving in a
procession, makes a ritual trip for worship at
Pasl~upatiN a t h temple. It is believed that the
kin: runs the country as a servant of Pashupati
N;~rll.T h e temple and its idols are made of
w~ooci(kuth), and that is why the name of the
clry. T h e temple is o n the banks of the
R ; ~ x ~ n ariver
t i which has very little water and
rh;lt too is polluted. T h e river comcs into full
flou. only during the rainy season. Here too
thc priests ;Ire traditionally Lingayat Brahmins
from Karnataka state in south India. T h e first
a ~ ~ cahp p o i n t m e n t was m a d e by A d i
S h a n k a r a c l ~ a r ~himself.
a
It is believed that before Shankaracharya
united all Hindu faiths into one and propagated
t~clortituvuud (oneness of God), the Hindu
~'ilgrimagecentres were dominated by Kapaliks
; I I I L ~ Rrahma Kapaliks. A t vari;incc with the
traditions and beliefs prevailing at that time
thc Shankaracharya ~ r o n l o t e d~ d v u i t u e ~ uH~e~ d
c,Irne to K a t h ~ n a n d u from V a r a n a s ~ v i ; ~
(;orakhpur and Veernagar.
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FACING PAGE:
Mountaineers at IntemafioMl
Moun&*
Meet put their
signatures on a phowgraph of
mount Everest (bit 1972).

BEmLEFT: Edmund HiUa%who
along with Tenzing Norgay reached the
virgin peak of mount Everest in 1953.
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Gorakhnath
There is a big following of Guru Gorakhnath in Nepal. The ascetics following
the Gorakhnath tradition belong to the Nath Sampradaya. They wear large
earrings. At the time of Shivaratri, sadhus of six sects gather in Kathmandu. The
names of these sects are: Sanyasi, Vairagi, Udasi, Shakt, Nirmal and Nath. The
government organizes a big feast on this occasion. In nearby Bhaktapur and
Prahladpur too there are beautiful temples.
Nepal Himalaya are extremely beautiful and have been saved from pollution
to a great extent. There are many wild animals here, although their number has
come down due to illegal hunting. In the Terai area, wild elephants, rhinoceros
and tigers are found, but they have survived only in sanctuaries. In the valleys
of middle Himalaya, the villagers are socio-economically backward. Illiteracy,
poverty, disease, superstition, and suppression of women's rights are prevalent. On
one hand a virgin is worshipped as a goddess, on the other hand women are
debased in every way. A large number of men and women leave the country to
look for jobs because of poverty.
The journey to Kailash.Mansarovar is much easier from Nepal. A road has
been constructed between Kathmandu and Tibet. There are few restrictions from

the Chinese side. For sadhus looking for a cheaper journey the way through Nepal
is the best alternative. From Pokhra on the pilgrimage route a great view of the
Himalaya is available. There is a famous pilgrimage centre here called Muktinath
which has a large pond. Natural black stones, used for making idols, are found
here. In Neelkanth, close to Kathmandu, there is a large idol of Lord Vishnu
resting on his 'bed' of Sheshnag, the legendary snake.

Kanchenjunga

Lord Hunt, leader of the first
successful expedition to mount Everest.

To the east of Nepal Himalaya lie Bhutan and the Indian states of Sikkim and
West Bengal. Sikkim is especially beautiful. Here one can easily reach the upper
Himalaya. The lower Himalaya are less cold and enjoy more rain. That is why
there is a rich variety of vegetation here. It can truly be called a museum of Nature.
Apart from thick forests Sikkim also has many natural lakes. There is heavy
snowfall in higher reaches in winters. There are many Buddhist monasteries in
Sikkim, and a fewer number of Hindu temples.
The lower hills of West Bengal are rich with sweet smelling tea gardens.
Darjeeling is a popular hill resort in these hills. Tiger hill, close to Darjeeling, is
about 6,000 ft in height. From here one can get a clear view of the Kanchenjunga
peak (20,169 ft) and other adjoining peaks. From nearby Sandakpur this view
is even clearer. The famous striped Bengal tiger is found in this area also.

Rumtek Monastery, 24 km from Gangtok in Sikkim.
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Himalaya Mountaineering Institute
The author took formal basic training from the Himalaya Mountaineering
Institute in Darjeeling in 1963. Everest hero Tenzing Norgay was hu instructor.
Fellow students were greatly amused on seeing a sadhu in saffron clothes
undergoing mountaineering training. Tenzing, as a field director, took the trainees
to Rohthang glacier (not to be confused with Rohtang Pass in Himachal Pradesh).
The author took many photographs of Tenzing during the training. When
Tenzing found that the author was adept at climbing and also at taking pictures,
he asked, "Swamiji, you are alreadyexperienced in climbing mountains and snowy
areas, then why did you spend so much money to take training in this Institute?"
The author replied, "I have
come to learn new techniques
from an internationally famous
mountaineer like you and to
become your disciple." Tenzing
was pleased at this answer and
allowed him to take photographs
during the training. The fellow
trainees, who included officers
from the army and young men
and women from rich families
were envious of the author
because of the special attention
given to him by Tenzing.
However, later they also became
friends. The trainees got an
opportunity to climb the Kabru
and Prey peaks of Sikkim. At the
end of the course, the certificates
were distributed by Everest hero
Captain Kohli.

'

Carving on stone outside Pemayangtse,
one of the oldest 'living' monasteries.
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International Mountaineering Meet
The dtrtl~or\\.as a clelegatc to the Frnt Internat~onalMounta~nceringMeet at
Dnrjeel~ng111 1972. Tcnnng greeted h ~ n oi n t l ~ c>ccaalon
s
w ~ t hfolded hands, The
author also had the gorrd fortune of mcetlng and photographi~~g
members of the
first cxped~tion to Evcrcst - Edtnund H~llary and Lord Hunt. At this
~nternat~onal
gathermg, the author presented ;I sl~cieshow of H~malayawhich was
h~ghlydl>preclatcd. From the stage ic was announced that Swam1 Sundaranand
was not merely a aadhu but a
of great accompl~shments.The
al~ncluncementwas greeted with long applause. Many fore~gnmountaineers
became good f t ~ e n ~and
i s pupular~zedh ~ m
abroad. Some c~fthem keep v i s ~ t ~ nhim
g
in 111s Tapovan cotlage at Gangot~i.Mounta~neer~ng
teams golng to climb peaks
113 Garhwal Himalaya have made ~t a polnt to consult him In his cottage. Even
SII Edmund H~llary,ddur~nghts exped~tion'Ocean to Himalaya' grac~ouslyv~sited
hts cottage. He was greatly impressed o n seeing the authnr's m e d ~ a t ~ ohut,
n He
was bes~dehmlself w ~ t hjoy on rece~vingthe book 'Wander~ng111 the H~malaya'
wrrtten by the author's Gurudev. T h ~ sequence
s
of h~gh-profileevents made the
author f,~mou>amongst fore~gnmountaineers. Fore~gn tourlsm wrrters begdl1
~ n c l u d ~ n111s
g photographs 111 rhelr books m languages like German, Japanese,
Span~shand of course Engl~sh
After the s11dcshow in the mountaineer~ngInstitute, there was great demai~d
filr ~tfrom other clrganlsatlons. Hence sl~deshows were held 111Darjeeling's Rotary
club, tea gardens and the local colleges. These shows formed a part of the
thousands of sl~deshows glven by the author ~u varlous towns and cit~esall olrcr
Ind~a.

Assam Himalava
Most of the lower ranges of eastern Himalaya fall in Assam. In the htgher reglons
there 1s I~ghtsnc~wfallin wlnters. The lower reglons have t h ~ c kforests. There are
no ~ce-cappedpeaks here. The ram-f,lll IS heavy in the foclth~llsand the Ic>\\cr
h1ll5. There arc forests of banana, cane and bamboo. P ~ n eand F I are
~ found in
the 111ghcr areas. Among anl~n~lls
are elephants, rhu~~occros
and w ~ l dbuffaloes.
Several rtvcrb comlnc: down from these mountams ult~niatelymerge In the m~ghty
Brahmaputra. The local n,lme for this huge river is Lohit. Of all the rlvers of Ind1'1,
Brilhmap~~tra
carrlcs the rnaxlmtrln water and 1s also the sw~ftest The r)rlgm of
the Brahmaputra 1s 111 the Karla\h-Mansanwar atca. There arc many big and ( 7 1 ~ 1
Buddh~\tmon,~stericsIn Arunachal Pr,ldesh, formerly n part of larger A s u ~ n ,
where a large numhcr of monks I~vc.There ;Ire many tr1h.11groups in Ass;lm. Mmy
of the valleys are rnaccess~blea\ tl-lerc 1s not even a footpath to home of them.
RICII vegetation ~ncludesmore than 1,000 vdrletlcb of orch~ds.The Hlmala\ .In
area of Assam 15 now called Arun,>ch;~lPraJcsh. Its n n t u ~ ~beauty
il
IS ~ncomparahlc.
However, due to lack of travel f a c ~ l ~ t ~only
c s , cxpcr~enccdtrekken v ~ s these
~ t arcel+

Western Himalaya
In the wcarcrn H ~ r n ~ ~ l a11c
y a thc atarcs of H~rn,lchalPradcsh and Jammu tx
K,i\hm~r.In the north the western H~malayaextend upto T~hcr.There arc sno\rrcovered mounrs~nranges 111both states. Several bkcs, and rlvcr5 milkc the vallc\+
r ~ c hin natural be,luty. The pedks In t h ~ s;lrc,l arc not as h ~ g has the peak\ 111
Gcirhajill Hrmalaya, hilt they are extremely h ~ ~ l u t ~011
f i ~rhe
l . Ind~,l-Ch~nil
horde1
In Jnmmr~ancl K a h n i ~ rthere arc scvcr,~lp;l>sc\ which wcrc u\eJ for tr;ldc w~tll

Tibet. These passes close down in winters due to heavy snowfall. Heavy snowfall
occurs in Himachal and Ladakh and in the northern parts of Kashm'ir. In some
years the temperature goes down to minus 50°C in Drass area of Jammu.Kashmir
and in Spiti valley in Himachal Pradesh. At many plam there are hot watet
springs. Very few people live in these extremely cold tegiblu.
In Himachal Pradesh, the valleys of Lahaul, Spixi, Kullu arid Kinaur provide
special attraction for those intending to travel on foot.
In the lower reaches of Kangra in Himachal Pradesh there is a place called
Jwalamukhi. Inflammable Gas emerging from the bowels of the earth keeps
burning and is worshipped as an eternal flame. There are ancient temples of
Nainadevi, Chintapurni and Vaishnodevi which
open for pilgrimage d l the
year round. There are Buddhist
monasteries in both states which
are visited by tourists in large
numbers. A new Buddhist
monastery has been established in
dharamshala where Dalai Lama,
the spiritual leader of Tibet, has
taken up residence.

Kashmir Valley
Kashmir valley is the biggest valley
of the Himalaya and it is also the
most level. It is surrounded by
high, forested mountains. The
main river of the valley is Jhelum,
which originates from a spring in
Berinag in the valley below
Banihal Pass. There are large lakes
in the valley like Nagin, Dal and
Wullar. In Srinagar, the state
capital, there are the famous
gardens of Mughal times Shalimar,
Nishat,
and
Chashrneshahi. The famous Dal
and Nagin lakes with their
attractive and luxurioushouseboats
form the 'heart' of Srinagar. No
wonder Kashmir valley is known
as the most beautiful place on
earth, or simply heaven on earth.
Apart from the large variety of
fruits grown here, the valley is
famous for cultivation of saffron.
Boats are used in the lakes and the
river Jhelum for transportation.
There are many ancient
temples and pilgrimage centres in
Jarnmu and Kashmir, the most

only one af its k i d in the WOIM:
naturdy fmmed Shivalingu of mow
at rhe holy cme of Amarnath
in Jammu &r Kruhmir.
Swmal thousand pilgrimc undertake the
hazardow journey every year not euewone makes it,

An intricate work of Buddhist an in a gompa (Buddhist monastery) of Ladakh,
kept cwered most of the time.

prominent being the 'holiest of holy1Amamath cave. Here a natural
Shivlinga of ice gets formed on its own.
For Amamath cave the joumey is undertaken through Pahalgam or
through the Sonmurg-Baltal route. The Baltal route is shorter but
tougher. There is danger of landslides on both these routes. Sometimes
=
snowstorms also occur. The traditional Amamath pilgrimage begins with _
<
the holy mace under the leadership of Dashnami ascetics on the Raksha- Bandhan day occurring on Shravani Pumima. In the holy cave pilgrims
-savour the darshan of the ice Lingam and perform worship.
-.
-.The bugyal of Gulmurg in Kashmir valley is a big tourist attraction. - - 5
It is known for winter games when it is covered with snow. A little above - -i
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slopevisit
called
theKhilanmurg.
Sharda Peeth (connected with A d i - ---

Shankaracharya), the Shivalaya in Ksheer Bhawani and ruins of oldtemples in Martand. At the Shivalaya of Ksheer Bhawani the water in
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h e spring-fed pond is milky. A very beautiful crystal Shivlinga is
established here. There is the famous Hazratbal mosque in
Srinagar and on top of the Shankaracharya Hill is Sharda Peeth,
an ancient institute for education. In olden days Kashmir used to
be a big centre of scholars. Sharda Peeth has four doors. The south
door was kept closed till Shankaracharva defeated the local
scholars in the debate on scriptures and thus won the right to have
it opened. Only strict Brahmacharis were allowed to sit in the
Peeth, and the Shankaracharya was thus allowed in. In Jammu
region, the Raghunathji temple in Jammu city is very famous.
Pilgrims visit Vaishnodevi and several temples connected with
Mother goddess but other places are frequented only by fun
seeking tourists.

Ladakh
Ladakh is the driest region of the Himalaya. It is part of Jarnmu
and Kashmir state, and its main town,Leh (13,000 ft), has now
been developed into a large tourist centre. There is a big
monastery in this Buddhist area. Although Ladakh is a very cold
place, snowfall occurs only in the higher reaches. Rainfall is scanty
and hence it is called a cold desert. But now farming is done,
orchards can be seen and even forests are being developed. Some
of the mountains and valleys extend upto 18,000 ft height. There
are several hot water springs also here.
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marble idol of Lord Buddha in the Kocharnath temple of Lahaul valley. It is a
pilgrimage centre for both Buddhists and Hindus. There is a big Buddhist
monastery in Kelong, the main town of the valley. Kelong is also the
administrative centre of Lahaul-Spiti valleys, and is not very far from the
confluence of Chandra and Bhaga rivers. After the confluence the river is known
as Chandrabhaga
- or Chenab. There is an ancient monastery in Spiti also.
Potatoes, peas and hops are cultivated in a small way in the Chandrabhaga valley.
There are no big trees here apart from willow.
Rampur-Bushahr is a border village in east Himachal Pradesh. Gaddi shepherds
use this road to travel to and from Garhwal. The road remains closed in winter
due to excessive cold and snow. The Gaddi nomads call themselves sons of the
Himalaya. They tie a rope made from goat hair around their waist. The rope comes
handy for climbing and for other purposes. They are healthy and good looking
people who respect and look after sadhus and ascetics they meet on the way.
Manali is a tourist spot in Kullu valley. It has beautiful forests and apple
orchards. Fifty years ago it was merely a village but now it is a big town. There
is a mountaineering institute near Manali. Kullu town is an administrative centre
and its Dussehra is world-famous.
In Himachal Pradesh the highway upto Leh in Ladakh goes through Manali,
Rohtang pass and Kelong. But it gets closed in winter. It is being developed as
an alternative to the highway that goes through the Kashnur valley and Zozila
Pass. On this route lies Kargil which is very close to Pakistan-occupied Kashmir.
The high Zozila pass on this highway also receives very heavy snowfall in the
winters - at times 30-4.0 ft. Sometimes the army convoys get stuck in this snow.
Generally the highway remains closed due to snow, hence the need for an
alternate highway.
.
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Archa leaves:
fimes of fire in the forest.

MotheT and 'hild: A drift-wood
mastetgiece fnshioned by nature.
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Environmental
Degradation
E

nvironmental degradation in the Himalaya is a
major cause for concern. There is ample evidence
of damage to the special environment of the Himalayan
heights. The glaciers now melt faster. Many small peaks
which remained snow-covered 50 years ago, have now
become bare. In the last 50 years or so the Himalaya
have been rapidly denuded of forests. Rare plants, herbs
and many varieties of trees have disappeared. The river
waters are getting polluted right at the source.
Temperatures are rising in the higher regions leading to
reduced rain and snowfall. The commercial exploitation
of Himalaya has risen in proportion to the rise of
population and expansion of tourism. Villages comprising
two or three houses have grown into big villages, and
big villages have become towns. Hundreds of new
towns have come up. Once the population of areas like
Rishikesh and Uttarkashi could be counted in hundreds.
These have now become big towns boasting populations
of several lakhs. Even Gangotri, which once had only
a few huts of sadhus, now supports a large population.
Most of them are traders and commercial minded
monastic heads whose main function is to fleece
pilgrims and tourists. The peace and piety of the
Himalaya has been violated.
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Pressure of Population
Before the population explosion, the permanent
residents in the Himalaya were very few. The means of
communication - the roads, were not there. There
was very little exploitation of the natural wealth of the
Himalaya. Whatever little the people took from Nature
was replenished during nature's six itu us (seasons).
There was a natural balance between the flora and
fauna in the forests of Himalaya and the lower
Himalayan valleys. The environment was not harmed.
In normal years, snowfall of 4 to 6 ft in a day used to
occur at places of 10,000 to 12,000 ft height. There was
no dearth of water in the forests and on the slopes of
mountains. There were innumerable streams and
waterfalls at small distances. Water flowed the whole
year round from springs. The forests were lush green.
Bfocks of Ice falllng m a lake

in C h n t u ~ a wglncw

- a posstble

consequence of global warming.

Even the face of glaciers is increaingly
being
deb.
inspecting a hEgurement of
Chaturangi Glacier

Arranging potable water from the
Gangs this ~~t
Perched above it
is a chalknge for civil engineers.

There used to be regular snowfall in lower areas like Shimla, Mussoorie, Nainital,
Almora, Ranikhet etc. In areas above 12,000 ft and in higher valleys there was
endless snow. Entire bugyals and forests below them got totally covered with snow.
When this snow melted in summers, the rivers swelled with water, the forests got
irrigated and new plants and vegetation took root. The mountains became fertile
and every inch was saturated with water. Abundant water in the rivers brought
prosperity to north and northeast India. The terraced farming on sunny mountain
slopes was totally dependent on nature and the number of domestic animals was
not large either. Human activities did not cause any harmful effect on the
environment. It was the practice to gather only dry grass and leaves for feeding
cattle. For construction of houses, only dried trees were cut.
Travel was also limited due to the difficulty of access. The small number of
pilgrims
who came were all filled with devotion. They did not cause any kind
- of pollution. It was forbidden to throw waste or wash clothes in the Ganga water,
or to pollute it in any other manner. Trees were worshipped. To be blessed with
a child, the childless couples used to perform marriage of trees. That kind of
devotion and respect for the Himalaya and its environment is no longer in
evidence.
Tourism symbolizes fun and pleasure-seeking. O n the other hand, a
'pilgrimage' is a journey on which there is a voluntary acceptance of discomfort
with discipline and fortitude, with the ultimate aim of achieving religious merit
and to expiate sins. The Indian tradition has been of pilgrimage and that is why
temples were built on mountains, river banks, lakesides and seashores. Pilgrims
remained in harmony with Nature and did not cause any damage to the

environment. For the promotion of tourism, all kinds of facilities for comfort, fun
and pleasure are provided by exploiting nature which causes irreparable damage
to the environment. At the time of developing hill areas for tourism, the
authorities should give first priority to protecting the environment.
The population in the Himalaya has grown as rapidly as in the plains. Also
because of the rush of visitors from plains, human activities have risen manifold
as compared to what they were 50 years back. These activities are leading to many
kinds of geographical changes which have an adverse impact. For building roads
and for habitation, it is not only the forests which are being cut, even slopes of
mountains and plains are being dug up or cut up. The Himalaya have reached
the end of their capacity to sustain population; and still people keep coming from
the plains and from neighbouring Nepal. The exodus from the hills for reasons
of poverty and unemployment is not as large as the influx due to increase in
commercial activities. Traders and industrialists with their army of servants and
labour force are coming and settling down permanently in the Himalayan region.
Besides refugees from Tibet settling down in many towns of Himalaya, there has
been a large influx of Bangladeshis too.
With the rise in population and trade, pollution has become a very serious
issue in the entire Himalaya. Apart from tourists, tons of goods reach here by
trucks. Waste, litter and other pollutants are piling up. Populations thrive close
to rivers and lakes, and their sewage flows into them. The pollution in the Dal
lake of Srinagar and Naini lake of Nainital has exceeded limits. Commercial
activity and tourism have produced garbage which remains piled up at several

Local people in Bhrigu valky with
plucked flowers of Brahmakamal, Fen
Kamal and Sircaj. Cmmmcial and
wer-exploirarion of these flowers has
brought them to the verge of extinction.

Rare flocuers found at 17,000 ft
b e Kedar Taal in the Garhwal
" --Y
soon be found only
in
s and book.

places and does not even decompose. There are no good arrangements for sewage
disposal in populated areas.

Violation of Gangotri

Bit by bit Gangom' glacier is melting
and receding. Studies show that in the
past 40 years Gangotri glacier has
retreated up the v a b by 1.25 km.
Coming generations may not believe
mwent dezcriptions or statistics.
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at the current rate of degradation, the

purity of the Ganga's water may soon
be defiled and ascetlcs and yogis may
have tn seek another haven. Bhagrath
rock, Gangom (pic 1985), when the
immrt of enmoachments sent out
1
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bells.

Gangotri has almost been devastated. It has now acquired the look of an ugly
hill station. Multi-storey buildings of cement-concrete and temporary sheds of tin
sheets have come up right on the banks of the Ganga. These so-called ashrams
have acquired a commercial character. They are run like hotels. In the summers,
during the pilgrimage season, more than 150 shops and dhabas come up in the
area. The traffic has crossed limits. Several traffic jams are witnessed on the only
road to Gangotri. Vehicles are parked on the roadside itself upto two kilometres.
During the season, over 5-6 lakh tourists come here every year. The vehicles
produce pollution with their fumes and noise. The Ganga water is also being
polluted with sewage and garbage being emptied into it. Towers of garbage can
be seen at several places. Although there is the Gangotri Development Authority
(GDA) in existence, its work is slipshod and erratic. There has been blatant
violation of building bylaws. Forests are set on fire every year for getting fuel and
timber for buildings. Tree trunks are set on fire to dry up the trees so that they
can be felled. The trees thus dried, and even the green ones, are felled in
thousands in the winters with the help of migratory labour. Officials of the Forest
Department and administration just shut their eyes to this depredation.
Corruption is prevalent. Priests and traders also act in connivance with each other.
Before our very eyes the country's invaluable natural and spiritual heritage is being
destroyed. Trees as old as 500 to 1,000 years have not been spared. Those which

are left cannot be expected to live long. The
Forest Department land around Gangotri is
being appropriated for commercial use. It is
done through subterfuge, with sadhus and
priests first establishingcottages there. After
a few years, they sell off the land or property
at high prices.
Fake sadhus have encroached even over
the historic Bhagirath rock and built ashrams
on it, along with toilets. Earlier, pilgrims
used to regard the Bhagirath rock and
adjoining rocks with great reverence and
used to meditate there. There were erosion
marks on this rock of the ancient flow of the
Ganga.
can prove that at one
- Geologists
time the tip of Gomukh glacier and the
source of the Ganga was Gangotri itself.
This is also evident from the vast expanse
of the Ganga valley from Gangotri to
Gomukh and its low gradient. The slope in
the valley below the Bhagirath rocks is
steep. But few people these days seem
concerned about the past history and
heritage of Gangotri and the Ganga. Their
priorities are driven by commercial gain.
Trees on both sides of the Ganga have been
cut in Gangotri and in the cleared spaces
multi-storey buildings and shops have come
up. All this construction has been done on
government land. The GDA officials first
winked at the constructions, and now they
don't take any action against the violators.
Using threats, the pandas and pujaris go to
the extent of saying, "Delhi is far away;
Beijing is closer." The pandas have usurped
authority over Gangotri as well as the
religion.
.Even today there is no committee to manage the affairs of the Gangotri temple.
Under the cover of the temple, all kinds of improper activities are taking place.
The supposed idol of Ganga being worshipped is said to be a broken idol of Durga.
There should be a proper idol of Gangaji here which should be given due respect.
The temple trust should also ensure cheap and comfortable shelter for poor
pilgrims. The rules have been violated with impunity here. A public garden was
encroached upon by a sadhu who later sold it off. Another so-called swami has
encroached upon the public road and constructed a three-storey dharamshala
there. Another trickster, who calls himself a yogi, has set up a four-storey building
whose night soil falls into the Ganga. It is necessary to remove the camps of sadhus
and the mushrooming tea and snack shops. Some sadhus have set up their tents
,, =
.or shacks even on the glacier above Gomukh.
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Gangotri is the confluence of Ganga and Kedar Ganga. The latter flows from
south to north to merge in the main river. There is religious significance of this
confluence but it is marred by the commercialization and the pollution.
It is true that facilities for both the rich and poor travellers must be improved
in Gangotri, but it should not be done at the cost of its natural surroundings.
Why can't ashrams and hotels be built away from the Ganga? Visitors should
preferably bring their own cooked food with them and not depend upon hotels
and snack.joints.
The parking should be arranged a few kilometres below at Bhairon Ghati.
Ashrams and cottages should not be built at places which are home to herbs and
other valuable vegetation. Sadhus should be allotted small pieces of land for their
huts and they should not be allowed to sell the allotted plots. Gangotri and other
places in the Himalaya can be saved only by preventing destruction of the
environment. The once pure waters of the Ganga too are no longer potable at
places like Calcutta, Varanasi, Patna, Kanpur, Allahabad. Even at places near its
origin, like Haridwar, Rishikesh, Uttarkashi and Gangotri, the Ganga water is not
fit to drink. At all these places, piles of filth and garbage keep lying on the banks.
Pilgrimage centres have now become centres of filth.

i
How green were the valleys of my
youth!

Destruction of the ecoesystem
The digging and cutting of Himalayan roots and herbs have increased lately This
has become a trade worth millions of rupees. The hirelings of smugglers uproot
rare herbs in large quantities and make a collection of the roots and leaves. This
work is done in July, August and September before their seeds ripen. Ordinarily,
the seeds ripen in October and November. Thus, their regeneration is affected.
- -

Flood w t e r s flowing over the bridge at
Kanodia

Ghat in 1978.
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Ghost land where the ghosts of dead
trees stiU roam. Bhojvasa after
defmestanon. The modus operandi: one
year the Bhoj branches were cut for
and the nen
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whole tree was felled.
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Buming of Forests
Every year forested areas are set on fire at hundreds of places to make way for
cultivation. To fell trees or bum forests to clear land for farming is an old practice
but has now become too widespread. Behind it is the vested interest of villagers,
Forest Department workers and politicians. They all gain somehow or the other
from the fires. They blame each other and shed crocodile tears for the Himalaya.
The villagers are interested in new grass and in grabbing the forest land. The
Forest Department employees want to make false claims about afforestation. The
hunters manage to push forest animals in the direction opposite to the fire thua
turning them into easy targets. For the last
few years the fires in the hills have
become so extensive that the entire
Himalaya seems to be burning.
At night, the flames can be seen from
miles away. Entire ranges of the Himalaya
and the valleys get covered with smoke,
which is a major health hazard. Ash starts
raining from the skies. A devastating fire
in 1999 continued to blaze from May tc
July. Its heat could be felt at far away
places. Never before in the last 50 years
has such a large area been burnt. There
was hardly a valley or mountain which
was spared. Large quantities of roots,
seeds, medicinal plants and small animals
like deer perished in this man-made fire.
Even after the rains, the smoke continued
-
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for two weeks. Even the moon and stars were not visible at night. All this is
happening in a pre-planned manner. This destruction took place before the very
eyes of the administration. No efforts were made to extinguish the fires.
Such damage to the Himalayan environment can prove costly for the entire
subcontinent. The government and the people should understand these dangers.
Surprisingly, even the voluntary organizations working for environmental
protection are silent on this issue. The geographical changes resulting from
upsetting the natural balance in the Himalaya can result in land erosion,
landslides, drought and sudden floods, all of which can prove disastrous even for
the people living in the plains.
-

Water Sources Drying Up

It is not only the flowers that are
under threat of extinction. With a fall
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As a result of continued environmental degradation, sources of water such as
springs and lakes have dried up. Acute shortage of drinking and irrigation water
occurs in the lower and middle Himalaya. Rain and snowfall is substantially
reduced. The volume of water in the rivers has come down in the last 50 years.
In summers the glaciers melt rapidly in the upper Himalaya causing floods in rivers.
The water level in Himalayan lakes and ponds has also come down. Snow-fed
lakes in places like Tapovan and Nandanvan have dried up. Vasuki lake, has now
become a plain. The area of Kedar Taal has shrunk to half. In another 10-15 years
it is certain to dry up. Lakes once full of water have dried up in other regions
like Raktavarna, Rudragairu, Chaturangi, Kirti, Virahi, Kanodia, Purali, Kana and
Gahan. The water level has come down in Nachiketa and Daundi Taals also.

,akes of Badr~nathand Kedar valleys
ire also drylng up. In the language of
hc h~lls,h t w : means d r ~ e dup lake.
The seven lakes above I)haral~and at
he base of Shr~knnthpeak have all
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btdanaes in rhe i~ammlh l & n c e .
W the changes have now b
nnw rapid. To consider these o h m
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changes,but alas, here has been
mpprqtia:te response from the
bring dmhimadon.

A lnkc in Chaturaw' gluckr ready to fall under the 'dried up' categorj (pic 1985).
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have vanished. There is not enough
grass in the forests. Cowherds and
shepherds take their animals for grazing
to bugyals and valleys in higher
regions. Entire bugyals have thus been
denuded. Natural herbs and plants,
vines and flowers have been grazed
away. The cowherds even cut tree
branches to feed their buffaloes. They
cut paths in bugyals and valleys for the
convenience of their animals. The
slopes are being converted into
pastures. During the rains these pits
become marshy sloughs leading to
land erosion, and ultimately landslides.
The trampling by animals doesn't
allow new plants to take root.

Fight to Save Forests
The author has fought against
destruction and burning of forests.

Gum flowing from a giaru tree in Clwedvnsa where ilkgal felL';,&,'trees is quite rampant.

Forests of Bhq trees at Bhoj Kharak on tlle way to Kedar Taal (pic 1985). A t that time the question was
where have aU the leaves gone? Today, the question is where have all the [Tees gone?

With his limited resources he has sought to educate pecph and impressed
upon the aurhorities the dangers to the environment. As a result the
administration has made many plans for planting trees but these have remained
on files. Very little actual work has been done. The cortupt government workers
and officials pocket the money granted for tree plantation. They are ignorant
about the ecology of Himalaya. They do not understand that a plant cannot grow
at a site inappropriate for it. These plants also die after sometime due to lack of
care.
The author's agitation against destruction of forests was brought to the notice
of the late Prime Minister Shri Rajiv Gandhi who got the Uttar Pradesh
government to set up the Gangotri Development Authority, Its area of operation
was the Ganga valley from Sukhi to Gomukh. But no work was done according
to the schemes of the GDA and the pace of environmental damage increased
instead of decreasing. On the behest of the author the Governor and the
Chief Ministers of U.F? visited the area to see the state of affairs for themselves.
It is ironical that after the formation of GDA, the commercialization of
Gangotri has increased and so has the destruction of forests. The traders have
now reached even Tapovan, which is above Gangotri and Gomukh. Under the
cover of ashrams they have established hotels. To gain their selfish ends they
mislead the pilgrims and tourists. They provide intoxicating drugs to foreigners
and then loot them. Dhabas sprout at every conceivable place in summers and
spread filth.

Afforestation Attempts
A three-decade long campaign to protect
trees in the Himalaya could not awaken
the administration. The Forest Department
doesn't understand the nature of
Himalayan trees and vegetation. The
plants sown by them die very soon as the
work is not done in an organized manner.
A non-governmental effort to plant trees
in Bhojvasa seems to be succeeding. A
former lady mountaineer, Dr Harshvati
Bisht, is a professor in one of the colleges
of Uttarkashi. She has begun a project on
her own and with her own resources. In
Cheedvasa, she prepared a nursery of
Bhoj, Cheed, Rai-muraind, Thelu
(Juniper), Peepal (Venu) and Bangla
plants. She arranged to get the fertilizer
from 30 kms downstream. Of the 12,000
plants she got ~lanted,only 100-200 have
died. The rest of them have risen to a 3-4 ft height. Dr Bisht appointed two guards
to look after the plants. She faced great difficulties in starting this project. Her
efforts should be appreciated and young ~eopleeager to work for environmental
protection should join such efforts. It seems that the work of preserving the
precariously balanced environment of the Himalaya will be done by nature lovers,
and not by the administration. 1

Closeb resembling a yak,
it ir locafly known ar Sura gayc.

or C h m r gaye (cow).
Hair from iu tail is wed to

fa~hion~i?Tf37Wllkwhisks.
l
Ju wool is valuable and milk is
nourishing. Imbued with
erceprianai fightingabilities,
a sir& Sura gaye can protect
an entire herd of unus.
But are we protecting them?

A@n awatdee and h u t

Dr Hmshavati Bisht, known for her
pbneering affoTescazionwvrk at

Bhojvaca, which has been denuded by
unscmpulous people.
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Unity in Diversity

I

have clicked the many faces and moods of the
Himalaya after arduous trekking in very hostile
terrain. Travelling across the whole length and
breadth of the rest of India was relatively easier.
Wherever I have gone, in accordance with the
pledge we sadhus take, to travel, observe and
understand our country, my attempt has been to click
and capture on camera a myriad different facets of
people, places, landscapes, temples, idols and a host
of other subjects.
While criss-crossing the country, I realized that
there is a common thread, a common culture forming
a continuity throughout. In fact Himalaya, the abode
of Lord Shiva and the source of holy Ganga, are the
connecting link for the whole country. For instance,
it is the waters of the Ganga from Himalaya which
are reverentially carried by devotees to pour over
Shivalingas in virtually every nook and comer of the
country, across thousands of kilometres, right upto
Rameshwaram in the extreme south. This link is
further strengthened since, as per the convention,
only Brahmins from the south can become head
priests of Badrinath and Kedarnath temples. In
different parts of the country the idols used for
worship may have different face cuts, their dresses
and ornaments may have some variations, the
actions and feelings depicted may have distinguishing
features, but they all stem from the same mythological
events and legendary stories.
This common bond stretching across the entire
country is not confined to the modes of worship
alone. Customs, festivals, cultural activities too are
inherently the same from Kashmir valley in the north
to the rip of Tamil Nadu in the south, from Assam
in the east to Rajasthan in the west.
I have documented this remarkable homogeneity
with my camera. 1 have a large number of
transparencies taken in various parts of the country,
out of which only a small selection has been
reproduced on some of the preceding pages and in
this section. The pictures relate to idols in different
places, temples in different parts of the country, saints
from different states, cultural ambassadors of different
regions, common people in different moods - all
depicting unity in diversity.

Onummts sculpted

a master craftsman. Goddess Paruati in Lingaraj rernple ar anubaneswar, Orissa

Ouch! A heavily ornamented be& in pain as a thorn is exhated from her foot by an attendant.
Halebid Channakeshav in Karnaraka.
W. P -I
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Damaged idol of Suya, the Sun God in Kvnark, Orissa.

Idol of Kartrkeya swam^ m Thiruchandur, Tam11Nadu
He u variously known as Submmanya Swam, Shanmuklurm, Skandha Bhagwan

-

Baal Krishna in the Hare R a m Hare Krishna temple at Hyderabad

Baal Hunuman in a temple at Ujjain, Mudhya Prudesh

A sun-worshipper on the seventh storey of Kunark Emple.

Yukshi111m the courtyard of Hakbid Shivulayu. KurnatakL(.

Chuitunvu Mahuprubhu, [he Feat proponent of K ~ I > / ~13liuk[t
IICI
and 11 source of inspirution fin ISKCON n~owemcnt.
Saint Andaali, knoum us Meerabui of south Illdh, in u
temple at Shrirunguputtunum. She was a devotee of
Bhurat Bhagwun, an incarnution of Lord Vishnu.

S~ul~nlt~gfy
heuutlful und unque idol of godtlcss RuJl~d
rn Govind Devj~temple, Juipur.
What is the truth?

nude man in hrs

rn

own image..

Ivlahabalipuram, also known as
Mamlhpuram, 60 kms from Chennai
(Madras), was a sea pcm built by an
emperor of the Pallava d y m t y during
the seventh century. It is weU known
for its monuments hewn out of solid
rock. The Shore Tmple, a l i d gem of
a shrine, dedicated to lord Shiua, stands
poised on the very shore, the w m
beating against it. Being on the a t
coast sunrise from behind the temple is
a meat to eyes.

Subramanya Swami temple at
Thincchundur on the sea cousr in
Tamil Nudu.
The beautiful, intricately carve.(
idols with their wealth of detu,
are a common feature oil the
outer w a k of tcrnpks
in south Indiu.

I

Mahant Avaidyanath of Naga sect.
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Maha Mandaleshwar Vidyanand

Gin of Kailash Math, Uuna Akhada), Nasik.

'Mamtamayee MM' - Mumbai.
.
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The glinting hair I.

'

are they ~anvgringsomething ...

The wistful eyes -

are they speaking something ...

The painted lips are they carrying some message ...
Only the camera knows.
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A prize wii~nhgphotogrqph fim Fly&&.
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Feet so scstks, they long ro
reach the abode of Ganga.

undar Ramaiyya or Swami Sundaranand as he later became
known, was born in 1926 in the coastal village of
Anantapuram, taluka Muttakur, district Nellore in Andhra
Pradesh. His father's name was Venkatasubbiah and his mother's
name Panchamma. Sundar Ramaiyya was sent to schools in
Madras, ~ k l l o r eand a place near his village, but could study only
upto the fourth class. Influenced and inspired right from
childhood by the Bhakti plays (based on the life of great
devotees) enacted in his village, he was keen to meditate like
Dhruva, Prahlad and Markandeya. At the same time, like
children of his age, he participated in other childhood activities
and still remembers with fondness the games he used to play and
the worship conducted on the seashore four kilometres away from
his village:
He tried to run away from home, once when about 12 years
of age and again while 15 or 16, but was caught and brought back
home by his father on both occasions. O n the third attempt, at
the age of about 20, he succeeded, though without really
knowing where he wanted to go. Thereafter, it is a tale of trials
and tribulations for a number of years. Immediately after leaving
home, he wandered for several months in Calcutta, Mymensingh,
and then returned to Andhra and continued to roam around
Vijayawada and Rajamundry. Although the memory of his
mother and sisters wrenched his heart, he did not go back home.
Later, travelling on the foot-board of a train near Kashi
(Varanasi), he was hit by an approaching platform. His toethumb was crushed and the flesh of the right knee disappeared
upto the bone. "I spent three months in the civil hospital of
Kashi," he recalls, "and was impressed by the services rendered
by nurses. One of the nurses cared for me like my own sister and
till this day I cannot repay her debt." With a bandaged leg, he
limped off to Vishwanath temple and then to the banks of the
Ganga where people took pity on his condition and would offer
him things to eat. A Tamil sadhu from Madras noticed him sitting
at one place on the banks of the Ganga for several days. The
sadhu was going to Haridwar and offered to take the injured
youth with him. After reaching Haridwar, for a few months
Sundar Ramaiyya lived under a tree near two sadhus from the
south. He used to collect wood and bring cowdung cakes for their
fire. Once, when he was collecting wood from the nearby forest,
the forest guard stopped him and slapped him hard. The guard

took away the firewood and the hlanket that served as Sundar Ramaiyya's
covering and bedsheet rolled into one. Without the blanket, he caught cold,
contracted dysentery, and uncarcd for his body hecamc infebtcd with lice. Refugees
from Pakistan were living alongside, half-clad and starving. "Even in their suffering
they would offer some food to me," he rememhcrs vividly. With the filuitschoking
with refugees, h e was turned away from there by a sadhu. His condition was so
bad that he had to crawl to the hanks to drink water, hut even in that condition
he kept reciting 'Ram Ram.' With flies hovering over him, he fainted. W h e n he
regained consciousness, he found himself in the Ramakrishna hospital.
After 15-20 days, he recovered and left for Rishikesh. A t the Triveni Cihat,
he joined the queue of sadhi~sfor food being distrihuteii by the Baba Kali
Kamliwale Trust. H e had no vessel or howl to accept food. Besides, he did not
know how to beg for food. W h e n his turn came, the inspector boxed him on
his ear and turned him away, saying, "How have you joined the queue of sadhub?
This is n o place for beggars."
A householder, Dharmadutt Raturi, took pity o n him and took him to Swami
Dayanand Giri in Panchakuti. Sundar Ramaiyya lay down at the Swami's feet
and entreated him for initiation. T h e Swami accepted him, and while initiating
him as a Brahmaclmri (religious stuclent who observes celibacy), h e gave him the
name of Sundaranand. He taught Sundaranand the rules of Bruhmucllaiyu and
the way to strictly observe them. Sundaranand served the Swami and his visitors
for two months and learnt many things, such as, how much a sadhu should eat
and sleep, how to avoid unnecessary talking, and how to avoid bad company.
After initiation, Sundaranand starred receiving alms. Listening to the
discourses of ascetics and keeping their company, he learnt about the goal of life.
H e also learnt here ahout the eminent Swami Tapovanam Maharaj, his asceticism,
his detach~nentand his extra or dinar)^ scholarship. A strong urge took hold of
Sundaranand to meet this great ascetic. With the pernlission of Swami Dayananii
Giri, he set out to look for him.
For a few months he served as a sadhu in Vasishtha cave on the Badrinath
route. Once while meditating alone at night he experienced the state of sumudhi.
At the beginning of summer h e left for Uttarkashi. He had with him a pair of
ochre robes, a cotton sheer and a begging bowl. In those days it was his resolve
not to allow any comforts to the body, gladly bear all the pain and not to talk
about it to anyone. Walking on tough mountainous terrain, Sundaranand's feet
got blistered. After walking for five days, he reached Uttarkashi. H e was observing
the vow of silence at that time, hut the villagers understood his sign language
and gave him alms.
O n reaching Uttarkashi he found the cottage of S\vami Tapovanam Maharaj.
"Clad only in a loincloth he was sitting in the verandah basking in the sun even
as he looked at the Ganga and the mountains," recalls Sunciaranand. "He had
large eyes, was strongly built and had a majestic bearing." Sundaranand prostrated
himself on the ground in obeisance and sat down helow the verandah. T h e Swami
looked at Sundaran;md for son~etimeand then asked where he was coming from.
Since Sundaranand had undertaken a vow of silence for a specific period, he wrote
down 'Rishikesh' on the ground. T h e S w a n ~ iunderstood and said, "You are a
child. With such austerities you will never understand God. It will d o you no good.
You will succeed neither as a sadhu nor as a householder. Austerities will pull yo11
down." T h e n the Swami became silent. Sundar;lnand sat there for a long time

1957

and then left afrer paylng h ~ respects
s
to the Swami. Thzs continued
for several days but the Swami did not break his s~lcnce.Finally one
day the S w a ~ nasked
~ h ~ name
s
i ~ n ds~rggcstedhe look for a place
to l ~ v eIn nearhy Dandtbar~.
T h e days passed. One day thc S w a ~ l linftxmed
~
Sundaranand,
" T o m o ~ r ~Iwam golng to Gangotri." He d ~ dnot abk Su~idaranand
to join IIII~I.Next murnlng wlten Sundaranancl arrived, rhe Swami
had already gone. Sundaranand fclt dejected and could not
continue w ~ t hh ~ arned~tatrr)~~.
Whatever he d ~ d- seek~ngalms,
eatlng or medttattng, he could not keep away the thought of the
s
Nothing interested him, He could not even
Swami from h ~ mind.
. compdny of other nlahatmas gave
speak to anybody about ~ t The
h~m
110 solace. He became restless with the des~reto see the Swami
agaln. The separation became unbearahle. Slcep~ngor waking, 111s
face wo~tldappear before IIIIII. Two days went by, and on the t h ~ r d
day IIC could not control htmself and left for Gangc~tri.
After four days of tough barefoot walk~ng,he reached Gangotr~.
First he went to Gangaji temple and made obe~sancetcl the rlver
Ganga. St111observing silence, he asked for directions by wr~ting
~11thh ~ hnger.
s
One fine morning he fou~ldthe Swamt across the
Ganga enjo)ring the sun outside his cottage with a prominent tnpund (three hnes
made of ashes symholic of Sb~va)on h ~ forehead.
s
H e was alone and see~iledto
bc engaged In deep contemplation. It was an old cottage made of wr>od and in
Wtth 111sclr~sczf r ~ m d
Mulwmun&ksl~wur
Swum1 Rry$~uttiilundof
( i l i i ~ rKtrm Kar U b l n
Ash~um(pic 19621

front was clean-swept ground. There was
a four feet high wall around the cottage
separating it from the forest. Two trees grew
within. Sundaranand prostrated and sat
before him. The Swami opened his eyes at
the sound and merely said, "Oh, you've
come. Go settle down under some rock",
but he looked pleased.
On the third day when Sundaranand
went for his darshan, the Swami told him
arrangements for his alms had been made.
Sundaranand lived in a cave on the
Bhagirath rock in which he could sit and
sleep but could not stand. It was a difficult
life sleeping on Bhoj leaves which left his
back and sometimes his chest cold. The
day for breaking his vow of silence was still
far away. He went twice everyday for the
Swami's darshan. From 8 to 10 in the
morning, the Swami taught the Vedas to
sadhus and householders.
One day Sundaranand was sitting in his
cave. From the holes in the piled-up stones
he noticed that somebody was standing
outside. On coming out he found Swami
Tapovanam Maharaj standing there.
Sundaranand prostrated and stood on one
side. The Swami said, "That Brahmachari
has gone. You come. Prepare tea for me
and for yourself too." Sundaranand was
waiting for just such a moment. "The Guru
had found me fit for his service", says
Sundaranand humbly. "I picked up my
sheet and food bowl and started tailing him
like a calf follows the cow." On reaching
his cottage, the Swami pointed to an
underground cave-like cottage, and said,
"this is your dwelling. Make your seat in it."
Sundaranand placed Bhoj leaves there and
started living comfortably. "I found such
happiness for the first time after renouncing
home", Sundaranand recalls. "In fact this
was even greater happiness than that of my
home." So it was that Sundaranand finally
settled at the feet of his Guru Swami
Tapovanam Maharaj in the Gangotri region
of the Himalaya in 1948.
In 1949 Swami Chinrnayananda came
to Swami Tapovanam Maharaj to learn

The bags are packed. The camera is loaded. Swamiji is ready to kave for a trek.

A sublime link with the Ganga the autl~orat Gauri Kund, Gangotri.
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"To anybody who is uncared for
and alone, Mother Ganga offers
her Inp of solace."

1

Vedas, Upanishadas, Brahmasutras and Gita etc. He was also given a cottage next
to Tapovan cottage. At the instruction of Gurudev (the Swami), in the winter
of 1950 Sundaranand stayed back in Gangotri for meditation. Guruji and others
left for Uttarkashi. The cottage remained warm with the dhuni (fire) but the smoke
blackened Sundaranand. After that he lived there for five winters continuously.
Later, he began to like being alone. And the time was spent in chanting and
meditation.
The Swami fell sick in Uttarkashi and, as usual, he was alone. When
Sundaranand came to know of it, he straightaway left for Uttarkashi. The path
was rough and involved several difAcult climbs. After walking for about 100 kms,
Sundaranand reached Uttarkashi at 7 in the evening. On seeing him, the Swami
said, "You've come! Milk is kept there, please make some coffee."
With the enmutagement of the Guru, Sundaranand started on mountain
journeys. In 1955 for the fist time he went from Gangotri to Badrinath. After
this he travelled on this route 'ten times. In 1956, with the permission of Gurudev,
he started photographing the Himalaya for which he travelled far and wide in
the mountains, climbed towering peaks, traversed difficult valleys and treacherous
glaciers.
Today, Sundaranand's cottage, his co-disciple Swami Chinmayananda's
cottage and Gurudev's Tapovan cottage are still preserved as they were. "I have
been living there as an humble servant of the Guru for the last 50 years," says
Sundaranand, "in Gurudev's company till 1957 and thereafter alone." Before he
gave up his life, Gurudev said to him, "I can never repay the debt of your services
to me. There will be no dearth in your life."
After Gurudev became one with the ultimate Brahman, Sundaranand
travelled throughout the country visiting pilgrtm centres, temples and monasteries.
He interactedwithsadhus, ascetics, scholars,litterateurs, artists, politicians, editors

and jorrrnal~\ts- practlcc w h ~ c hL O I ~ ~ I I ~ I It ~
CS
l lth15 day H I \ later trc~vclsrcl,ltccl
to ~ n t r o d u c ~ nthe
g Hurnaldy,a to h ~ scc~untnjmen through \l~cle-show\ t'I~~)to
e x h ~ h t t ~ o nwcre
a
held In the major metropol~tancentres - five t l m o In L)clhr,
twlce cnch In Nagpur, Pune, Rangalore, Calcutt.r ' ~ n ~Ml u l n h , ~ ~once
,
c,lch In
J , I I ~ UMcerut,
I,
Hydercibad, Muzaffarnagar, Hcrr~dwarKumhhc~Meld, R ~ t h ~ k e \ h ,
Dehradun, Ujja~n,Mussoor~e,Chand~garhetc Lakh, of people were ,ihle to look
at the H~malaya,,ind newspapers ,lnJ nlagazlnes Iclv~~hcci
h ~ g hprase
"I have held thousands of slldc shows of the H~malaya,,ome Idst~ngeven t h ~ e c
ho~lrs,accompamed by my commentary and followed by the qlrcst~on-an\\ver
scss~on",reve'ils Sundaranand Among the places where he has held s l ~ d cshowr
are Rashtrapat1 Bhawan, Up-Rashtrc~pclt~
Bhaw,ln, P r ~ m eM ~ n ~ s t e r res~dencc,
',
Central Hall of Parl~arnent,Ra~lwayBoard, Army Cantonments, pus^ lust~tute,
World W ~ l d l ~ Fund
fe
( I n d ~ a )l, n d ~ aI n t e r n a t ~ o n Centre,
~~l
Meteorolog~calOft~ce,
Jchanglr Art Galler); All I n d ~ aF ~ n Arts
e
, ~ n dCrafts Soc~ety,Dell11Camera S o ~ ~ e t \ :
Photo Art Group (Ahmedabad) and In the camera clubs of many m e t r o p o l ~ t ~ ~ n
centres. Many pollt~c~ana,
adm~n~strators,
engineers, doctors, famous photographers,
rlrtlsts, wrlters and ~ntellecrualsbecame h ~ fr~cnds
s
and ~ d m ~ r e rAdm~rers
s.
'ihound
even abroad - In A m e r ~ c aJapan,
,
Sw~tzerland,Italy, Austr~a,Au\tral~a,Germany,
Israel, Iraq and elsewhere HIS photographs have found place In fore~gn
publ~catlons.BBC and T V channels of German), Japan and Italy made films o n
h ~ mfor rhelr audiences
Sadly, In the name of p u b l ~ s h ~ nagbook, a n A m e r ~ c a ntook away a thousand
4 d e s and pllnts. Another NRI took away hundreds of slides and preclous
photographs, and never returned them In 1984 he sufferecl a b ~ gloha by way of
a theft m,~stermlndedby some jealous sadhus and pandas of Gangotr~They took
away three cameras and lenses, thous,lnds of sl~des,negattves, e ~ g h reg~sters
t
filled
w ~ t hcomments by adm~rers\tho saw the shows, eight albums, mountalneerlng
c c l i ~ ~ p ~ n and
e n t some rare books.
"I have no des~resleft to Ilve long", says Sundaranand "and n,ould like to glve
up t h ~ body
s
ltke my Gurudev d ~ dT. h e present head of Chlnmaya Mlss~on,Swam1
T e j o ~ n a y a n ~ ~ n has
d a , very grac~ousl\ offered to set up a museum a t Tapovan
cottage 111Gangotr~.T h e book on thc H~malaya1s ready. God ~v~lllng,
I may b r ~ n g
out ,In ~llilstratedhook on my trailels across rest of the country soon. "
CI
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Blessings from Guruji

A n eminent Sanskrit scholar writes about the author
Admations to Sundaranand, a most accomplished
I53mWWmMhar?s;n,
ypband photographer who has taken beautihl and
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d of great Himalaya,
~ travelled through
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such he is an authority on Hima*.,.-
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Glossary
Adi
Akhada

The very first

Antah-salih

Subterraneanstream

Artha

Wealth

Ashtadhatu

An afloy of eight metals considered auspicious

M

child

Banal
Bhavishya
Brahma lbpaliks

A swift and shy mountain mar

A sect of sadhus

Fume

A sect of renunciants who indulge in Tan&
rituals using human skulls

Brahmachan
Brahmin

A mar mu1

MmuJrhnli
Math
Mokrha
Nath

Punch
Panda

Pu~mava

Old

&Jar

The semi.soM juice of hemp plants; if smoked it
is a more potent inmxicant than sufphdganja

R a l h

A deer having four horn

Ringal
Rishi

Chatti

Resting place

Ron

A circular enclosure made by shepherds
To see a revered person or an idol

Deu Bhumi
Dhabo
Dharmhnh

A make-shift roadside eatery

Salvarion

A partic&# sect of ascetics, or one belonging to it

Ninc a u a p i c i days d e v o d to the w h i p of
the g o d k Kali
Five

Puraw

Chausingha

Darshan

A momw

prayag
Pujari

An upper caste of Hindus, that learnt and taught
scriptures

Chilka

Deasf area

RDBd joumev
M y t h o b l crane, said m thed on pads
A variery of cane

A m
at,thin and round bread made from fnsh
A sningFd musical inemment

A rest house at an economical ptice

A act

Dham

R e b o n or reliious duty

Culcurr

Dhooni

A h e kept burning or smouldering by sadhus for
warding off cold, or for cooking

A re;n&t
wha is supwed to bo a a atage
wheee he doea not owxi even hi, body

Dhyana
Ganja

Meditation

Goddess of learning. Also an m
t &r, w b
hed is discmtiile at places, as well as fknn

Ghats

A place suitable for bathing on the bank of a
river

Same as suipha, smoked by sadhus

satellite pichues

Place of worship for the Sikhs

sadhus of Naga
the Gangs M the occasiDn of Kumbha
Thlck paste of n a d dm and wres of wble
me& oaed out of cocks, and consided a
Royal c~mmunalbarh by n&

Northeast direction

sect in

Ram
Dark or black complexioned

njwenating medicine
D v Ieavks from the hemp plano, smoked hc
intoxication or rehatian

Dried up lake

A person who has taken a vow to do his duty
without aspiring for tetUmS or rewards
A place close m a spring safe from winds and
sleet
E!ed, a charpai,
Literally a pitcher, signifVingfestival of Kumbha.
occurring every 12 years

Sura G a y

Caw of gods, a tern used for female yak in the
ariph

Td

Lake

%'lll&

Lord Shiva's dance of destruction

Thelu
Ve&c

Junipu bush
P e m m the Vedas
Old
Fire ritual accotapanied by chanciag of hylnn~

Kund

Small lake

Kutcha

Non-metalled, pedestrian mck

*v

Maha.ma*hwam

Chief of a sect of sadhus

Yajm
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In the end I once again prostrate myself at the feet of Lord Ganesha
with whose grace this project could be completed.
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